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at present the most important phase of
the fruit industry in Maine.Har 7
orchard in the state is in a fit
for fruit growing, and one must takethe
initiative in order to gainsuecess. Τ
rir«t eteD is to renovate the old orcnara.
The question of how best to *c°°™P'i*
this result will be fully covered in this

cond't'JJ

Wagons,

Dump Carts,

NORWAY.,

and habits of fruiting before he can
outline a
prune successfully. We cannot
plan to be followed by each and every
fruit grower, for the reason that there
indiare many experts who have their
vidual way of pruning, and do not recognize any other. It is a case of disagreeing. Different methods are advocated
in the different fruit belts. Many in the
east want high heads for their apple
tribe, those in the extreme west, low
heads, while in the middle section a
medium head is preferred. In any case
the chief thing aimed at is to develop a
tree of such a shape as will give the best
fruit product with the least expenditure
of time and labor. This will depend
largely upon the variety of the tree, and
greatly upon the personality of the ownbe
er, so that no set and fast rules can
laid down for orchard pruning. We will
facdifferent
the
however, touch upon
tors involved.
Reasons for Pruning. We most have
is a benefit and
in mind that

Prmot,B£L,}°

PENLEY,

leCjtur^i

Jobbing.

particularly acquainted with
the habit· of the Bob White quail? The
average farmer knows quite a good deal
Are you

judgment, is the least understood,can ac- the average farmer care enough for bia
practised by but a few. One
to protect hia life by a single effort?
ex- help
quire the knowledge only by direct
"All tbe average farmer thinks about
and one
perience; it is a personal factor,
the quail la killing it for a few ouncea of
must know his trees and shrubs, their
table. It la fairly beyond
of
methods
growth, meat on the
natural shapes,
tbat of all birda that influence

Hakkoho, AmrtcuHural Editor Oxford Dera
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Horse Shoeing

Matonio Block,
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orchard activ-

John'· Letter.

There are six important
about weeda. He knowa that It coata
ities, viz., planting, cultivating, pruning, hard cash and hard toil to kill weeda.
spraying, harvesting, and marketing.
Bob White woald be proper glad to lesa·
Correspondence on practical agricultural topic»
Of these, by far the most Important Is en the farmer's toil and save oaah for
ta aonctted. Addreaa all communication· In
most
the
It
that of pruning.
requires
tended (or thla department to Haear D
Doea
and is him to uae for other purpoaea.
SPKKD TB*
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MANUFACTURER.
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Collection» a Specialty
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AMONG THE FARMERS.

Paris,

Ave.,
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1MITH,

aor-i r

Pruning.
of
(From the College of Agriculture, University

Orchard Renovation.
HltcUlnge. In the
Couree, Orono.)
Friday morning in the Farmers1 Week
"·
Couree Professor Hitching» g»'®
goods. You can find a large stock at my ceedingly practical lecture on
store on
Renovation," a subject often
but not not sufficiently
South
Maine.
Western
According to
a large percentage of Maine'
for sale. I sold more real estate last j ings,
chards need reoovating, and his
year at public and private sale than many was full of information concerning the
of the old established agencies.
time and methoda for renovating. Thin
ning, trimming, tree surgery,
Rate· Seasonable.
ialng
top working, cultivating, and
Professor
received specific attention.

|

I buy and sell real estate for any one
so desiring. I also bay all kinds of personal property, ^specially household
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Much of the work can be
lone at any season: best time to begin
work would be in the early sprint?,

pruning

question

tbe fortune of farmera and fruit growera
of North America, the common quail,* or
Bob White, ia one of tbe moat valuable.
It ataya on the farm all tbe year round.
When insects are moat numeroua and
buay, Bob White devotee to them bia entire time. He cheerfully fights them
from sixteen to eighteen hours a day.
When the inseota are gone be turns his
attention to the weeds that are atriving
to aeed down the fielda for another year.
And yet becauae of Ita few pitiful ounces
of flesb, two million gunnera and ten
thousand lawmakers think of tbe quail
only as a bird tbat can be shot and eaten.
Throughout a great portion of its former
range the species is surely and certainly
And
on the verge of total extinction.
yet aportaroen gravely diacusa the (bag
limit,' and 'enforcement of tbe bag-limit
law,' aa a means of bringing back this
almost vanished species! Such folly in
grown men is very trying.
"To my friend,tbe Epicure:—The next
time you regale a good appetite with
bluepoints, terrapin stew, filet of sole and
saddle of mutton, touched up here and
there with the high light of rare old
sherry, rich claret and dry Monopole,
pause, as tbe dead quail is laid before
you, on a funeral pyre of toast, and consider this: 'Here liée the charred remains of the farmer's ally and friend,
poor Bob White. In life be devoured
145 different kinds of bad insects, and
the seeds of 129 anathema weeds. For
the smaller pests of the farm, he was the
most marvelous engine of destruction
that Qod ever put together of flesh and
He waa good, beautiful and
blood.
true; and bia amall life was blameless.
And here he lies dead; snatched away
his field of labor, and destroyed in order
tbat I may be tempted to dine three
minutes longer, after I have already eatThen go on and finish
en to satiety.'
Bob White."
Well, he is pretty near finished in the
garden of God's birds.
Whatever may be said of domestic
birds, it is easy to say and not hard to
believe tbat tbe wild birda are under tbe
special care of the Maker of birds. "He
openeth his hand and feedetb them,"
and when the pot-hunters and game-hogs
poach on His preserves beyond a reasonable limit He has a practical way of calling attention to wasteful, wicked prac
ticea.
Tbe story of Longfellow's "Birds of
Kennilsworth" comes perilously near being the story of the "Birds of America."
Prom "Our Vanishing Wild Life," a
book taken out of the Zadoc Long Free
Library, we learn much of the lawlessness of those who claim to be sportsmen
to many of whom tbe term "game bog"
would more fitly apply. In tbe book we
find the cut of a monument sacred to tbe
memory of nine dead species exterminated by civilized raan, 1840 1910. The
author then goes on to give the names
of twenty-three other species that are
candidates for oblivion. Tbe fathers of
this generation are robbing the children
of the next, of the joys tbut our childhood knew. The oriole, tbe bobolink,
the robin and the bluebird are on tbe
way to extinction, and all sorts of insect
vermin are taking their places. A just
penalty for robbing Ood's open places.
"At a millinery feather sale in London
1000 humming bird skins sold for 2
A bargain for the smart
cents each."

Maine School Legislation.
Following is the noteworthy educational record of the Maine Legislature
which has juit adjourned.
Appropriations for the two year period
ending Dec. 31, 1914:
For aid In support of common schools
$ 2,966,851 41
For the encouragement of free high
254,000 00
schools
For the support anil maintenance of
170,000 00
tne State normal βοΊοοΙβ
For new buildings and permanent
improvements at State
128,100.00
normal schools
90.000.u0
For aid to academies
to
academies
14,892.83
aid
For special
granted
For the support of the University of
220,000.00
Maine
For new
buildings and special
courses at the University of Maine 102,000.00
For encouragement of Industrial edu80,000.00
cation
For special aid for common schools
In smaller and poorer towns
80,000.00
(equalization fund)
For the support of schools In unor46,000.00
ganized townships
For school supervision In unions of
120,000 00
towns
For teachers' meetings and summer
7,000.00
schools
_

$T,238,844.24
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It Was Ao Unconditional
One
By CLARISSA MACKIE
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Blake pushed
way through a
thicket of chaparral, from which he
emerged a little more ragged and dusty
than before, and sat down by a tiny
stream trickling Its languid way tohie

were

traveling

rapid

injury. Nature prunes to a certain extent, but not In a systematic manner. The horticulturist prunes to secure
Leogth of
:he following results:
mired for the completed renovation, I
(a) To produce better shaped trees.
South Paris, Maine.
to four years, depending
To secure a more uniform product.
(b)
:îy SURGEON J
ipon condition of trees at start,
To obtain higher flavor and better
(c)
ο
orold
most
Removing Trees. In
; ceeping quality in the fruit by admitSoutn Paris.
..
O.
•hards trees were set so close together
,ing sunlight and air.
;
of
line
:■!
the
ii
uo
Α.. *
Method of Pruning. There are great
15 vears expert Watch■ iiversities In methods of
pruning. The
Veterinary Surgvrv.
maker with
wo extremes are: the old method of our
>
Kennard it Co., Boston.
athers, to leave nature severely alone
ketch of the orchard,
tree slough off her dead
1 md let the
the
mark
ree
Study this plan, and
, imbe as best she may, and the one edSoleclstic English?
ι
For
All Work
rees to be removed.
1
ucated by Mr. Stringfellow (as applied
Main·,
■■Jo wey.
In the address which President Wilson
ollowing plan might be adopted, u»" ο nursery tree») which strips everything
Guaranteed.
delivered before Congress on April 8 is
ndicatiug the ones to be cut, and Β , ο a string (as his name indicates) takmust
"We
the following sentence:
he ones to remain:
roots until but a vestige
and
off
top
ng
A little out of the way
abolish everything that bears eveu the
rcrcrcr
Neither of these
< if the original is left.
semblance of privilegé or of any kind of
but it pays to walk.
C R C R C R C
( hould be followed.
Sheet Metal Work,
artificial advantage, and put our business
rcrcrcr
old trees. This should be
Pruning
(a)
SPECIALTY.
A
CLOCKS
CEILINGS
men and producers under the stimulaβ'
UE.H8, WATCHES.
3
Trimming. After removal, the re
lune in a systematic manner, and with a
tion of a constant necessity to be efficient,
naioinK trees should be trimmed. Re- L lefiuite plan in view. First remove all
AND JEWELRY.
cut· 1
economical and enterprising, masters of
uove aU dead and decaying wood
cases
all
In
wood.
Me.
and
lead
dying
Wiu> Uobbe' Variety Store. Norway,
competitive supremacy, better workers
inir back to live growth in each ca
, harp tools are essential; the saw should
and merchants than any in the world."
ie followed by a sharp chisel, so as to
Doe*
not that sentence contain
a|
or
oUavityto be> Bave the sap wood in condition to heal
He ■ CheuMiur
solecism? In other words, is not the exAvtOB«bllcEi|lnc<r.
luickly. If the head is too thick, open
pression "than any in the world," whlcb
to let
to
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We nee«l
If aine Steamship Line
tp by taking out enough branches
that sentence contains, an error for I
.0 -pr.»d
train, In three week·,
' η the snnlight and air.
direct between Portlaml ami New York
"than any others in the world," or for
weekly. Kaay
jt
-itloD* paying t'A1 to
Steamer» leave Franklin Wharf Tuesdays,
Pruning young trees. Nursery
»
ihort hours. Best Sprln* position* now.
some equivalent expression? The Demo»« , (b) are best trimmed
and Saturdays at G KO p. m.
of
time
at
the
Thursdays
sueof
rees
Five years
I>r' nc »η·Ι Uaraxe work
Kara 9:1.O·· la each direction.
crat Is an expert as to what is good
PORTLAND ALTO CO..
write down
ettlng. This is the most critical period
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English, and I will ask the Democrat to
t liaatl, Maine
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wrong
development
right
Boston and Portland Line
nay whether the above-quoted sontence
limbs
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of
the
location
The
op.
I
is
from President Wilson's address
Leave Franklin Wharf. Portland, week days at 1
a as important to the
7
symmetrical de
7 p. a. Returning leave Boston week day» at
solecistic in the particular which I have
Ε. W.
be cut back severely, so «t» L
and Kay Stateto a perfect top as is the right
Got.
Dlngley
m
steamship»
elopment
p.
Inquikkk.
specified.
alow for the formation of a low down I onetruction of a house foundation.
Fare between Portland and Boston
91-UO. Stateroom* fl.OO.
While blushing gently at the rank (litmentioned,
been
has
As
previously
.
International Line Steamship Calvin Austin
tery contained in "Inquirer's" last sen, liere is a great diversity of opinion
Portland
a. m. Mondays,
leave» Bo-ton at
I
K.
,rchard it is very essential that but
tence, the Democrat tquet admit that it
fruit growers as to the high or
3 p. m. fur Kastport, Lultec and St. John, Ν.
,mong
A· :■ ru
I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS Of any
is rather a bold thing to ask it to critiiifferent varieties are grown
The extremes are
tree.
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reasonable
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price».
Slae or Style
cise a distinguished ex-president of a I
rom a foot and a half In the case of low
Steamer Monhegan leaves Portland on Mont i es.
difficulty can leads to 5 or β feet with high heads.
a. m. fori
great university, an author of note and
day*. VYuainr-day- an t Krldav» at 7
a gentleman of great literature culture,
Kockland and Intermediate landings.
Ve would recommend a medium height
for a solecism! However, the Democrat
Portland and Boothbay Line
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would not oall the expression quoted
■ear old nursery trees: with a sharp
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One
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Outside work, send In your orders.
day»
strictly a solecism. A solecism is a
tnife cut off the ends of all roots
i»or and dhlngles on hand Cheap for Cash.
Boothbay and Intermediate I., idlng*.
η the process of renovation is the rejuremove
violation
of the laws of grammar. The
and
( itherwise injured portions,
le
Kxpress Service for Freight, all ratée lnclu
renation procède due to spraying.·
expression will stand the test of strict
s ill limbs not needed for the head formaMarine Insurance.
a heal hy
and Job Work. For reservations and all Information address uust be done in order to
grammatical analysis—but, it involves
, ion.
Those left to form the head should
rom tta>
:ondition in general s
the supposition that our workers and
>e3or4 inches apart, when possible;
H. A. CLAY, Agent. Franklin Whirf. Portland.
Match««l fine Sheathing for Sate.
ittack of insects, and the diffère
merchants are not io the world. It is a
remaining limbs leaving
, :ut back the
form of expression saying one thing and
;us troubles that might infest wood, , rom 1 2 to 1-3 of their original length.
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rect usage which is very common. So
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Experienced man wanted to work
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common is it in the work of generally
from May rst ocated wbere they
( cald; (b) less subject to wind injury: (c)
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need
cultivation. They
more
good writers that it may in time come to
( :an be
easily and economically
through the season, or longer.
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erowth. Cultivation is the initia
be accepted as meaning what it does not
prayed; (d) the top is more quickly set, cheap enough.
H. B. HOLDEN,
manner
same
In precisely the
South Paris
ormed; (e) comes into bearing earlier;
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the trackless jungles of New say.
"From
f) fruit can be more easily thinned and Guinea, round the world both ways to (that is, through use by good writers
who should have known better), that
tbe snow-capped peaks of tbe Andes, no
the word avocation, has
When to Prune. With most plants
is safe. Tbe bumming abomination,
bird
Jeweler and Graduate Optioian.
treee
unprotected
:ant that these neglected,
come to have'an almost recognized stand( here is a right time to prune. All dead bird of
tbe egreta of the world at
Brazil,
ing as meaning vocation, while in its
vood may be pruned "when your saw is
large, the rare birds of paradise, tbe
iharp." In general, for apple trees toucan, tbe eagle, the condor and tbe etymology and its original use it signi- I
fies
>rune in March or April; for grapes, in
something entirely different.—
emu, are all being exterminated to swell Editor.
All kinds and
production, to
ate fall. For fruit production prune tbe annual
trade.
of
tbe
millinery
profits
» good yield, and secure well
For new wood
I ightly in summer.
from
The case is far more serious than the
$100 up, yielding
here and There.
fruit of high quality and good color.
growth, prune heavily in winter.
world at large knows, or even suspects.
from 3 to 6 per cent a year.
But for the profits tbe birds would be
Protection against Borers.
safe, and no unprotected wild species can
Whatever it may have done that was
Fighting Lice and Mites.
tbe bounds of commerce."
At the present time, orcharding is reunwise, the legislature which recently
One of the greatest difficulties in the long escape
For any civilized nation to permit the adjourned did one good thing. There
viving a good deal of attention, uot only )oultry business is keeping the plant
MAINE.
by farmer», but by professional men ree from lice and mites and unlees a slaughter of the wild birds tbat protect was in the statutes a provision for the
its crops, its fruits and its forests from
from our oities who buy farms and plant constant
protection of life in public buildings,
vigilance is kept, and absolute
jrcbards. Now in order to be success- 1 ileatilineis observed, tbey will get the tbe insect hordes, is worse than folly. which required the inner doors of such
Pleasant Street,
CARL S. BRIGGS,
first
one
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either
who
of
is
sheer
ful in this branch
farming,
is It
idiocy. People
buildings to open outward, but had this
ipper band. An ounce of prevention
so lazy or asinine as to permit the slaughMAINE. must have good trees planted on proper vorth many pounds of cure.
Dentist,
regarding the outer doors:
NORWAY,
a
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have
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fight
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deserve
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ter
of
their
there
then
friends,
and,
One,
"The outer iloore of all each bulldlnge ehall be
There are two pointa of attack:
MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS,
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and
their
the
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gypsy
Insects,
the
destroyed
crops
the
kept
igaiost
{ he birds themselves;
open when the same are uee<I by the pubother,
Office Hour·» : 9 a. m. to 5 p. M Evenlic, unices they open outwards; but fly-doors
moth, the tent caterpillar and fall web louses, nest boxes and roosts. The ravaged.
both ways may be kept closed."
attention
opening
"The army of destruction, eager and
ts by appointment. Special
is to
worm, and one of the worst and least j >est
way to rid the birds of lice
g -ta to children.
Opportunity for young women 20 to 30 understood enemies is the apple tree
keen to kill, consists of two and one half This absurd provision as to the outer
lice
with
a
them
dusting
good
years of age to train for professional borer, which may *nd often does ruin ' jive
million well-armed men." Besides that door«, with all its possibilities of danger,
' )owder. There are several good pownurses Muet be in good health and have
of guer- has stood for a number of years; but this
trees before the owner ia 1ère on the
*NADIAN unleashed hardwood ashes, the
many
young
bat
a very Inexpen- there is an unknown number
market,
1'ay allowed during aware of its presence. The orcbardiet
•
the legislature has amended the law, so that
fertilizer· on earth, car lot· bulk, twelve good references.
one can be made as rillas in tbe form of Negroes and
effective
and
live
doors
λγ·; sacked. thirteen dollars, »U(y cent· per time of training.
should watch young trees from the time olio we: Eight parts of gasoline, one poor whites of the South who are out for it now provides simply that all
Pelerttorough,
lellvered.
Stevens,
George
shall open outwarde. There are some
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they
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>uttrlo. Canada.
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ninety
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>art
(strength
THE HANSCOM HOSPITAL,
"The capture of three or four hundred public buildings in Oxford County which
three inches in diameter, after which ο
ninety-flve percent, Stir in sufficient
Rockland, Me.
as
14-17
there is little danger of their being >laster of Paris to make a thick, moist birds (robins) was an ordinary night's have been technically within the law
For Sale or To Rent.
work. Men and boya would come in far as construction is concerned, which
killed or seriously injured by borers; in- nixture.
a paper in
out
on
this
Spread
will have to undergo changes before
tU-roum, two tenement houee, well
ipect twice every summer and dig out t rather warm room to allow surplus wagons from all the adjoining counties
will conform to the law as amendiny borers or eggs which have been de- gasoline to evaporate. The next day and camp near the roost for the purpose they
located, in tiret class repair iuside and
"it
Also «table, 12 good fruit trees,
posited by the borer beetle. The eggs he powder will be ready to use. Keep of killing robine. Many times, 100 or ed.
hunters with torches and clubs
ire laid at the base of the tree or quite
food sized lot.
his mixture away from the fire, espe- more
Insect Notes of 191a,
iear the ground, from the middle of
Ο. K. CLIFFORD.
J»tl
while mixing. Use it from a sifter would be at work in a single night.
lially
and
One email hamlet sent to market annuBulletin 207 just issued by the Maine
May until September, and, if not dug out op can.
ind killed, they stay in the tree two or
Remember when using a dusting pow· ally enough dead robine to return 1500 Agricultural Experiment Station conmeans 120,- tains notes of some of the more
three years, eating slowly at first just 1 1er one
For Sale.
imporapplication is not sufficient, but at live cents a dozen, which
under the bark, and then faster the sec- :ivo a second a few days after, and a 000 birds."
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tant insects of the year 1912.
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wood
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to oertain scale inand
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pages
birch
seasoned and green gray
what and digging a channel upward
expensive proposition from first to last, sects of Maine including the European
lusting a bird, the bulk of the applica- and
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the end is not jet. Slow to learn Fruit Scale, San Jose Scale, Rose Scale,
some two or three inches, and, when
tion should be in the duff around the
GEORGE M. ELDER,
nearly ready to change to the beetle form, rent; also in the duff under the wings, and dull of understanding. Selling their Oyster Shell Scale, Scurfy Scale and
South Parie, Me.
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cut a round hole in the bark at the 1 kod on the other ventral side of the birthright and the birthright of the na- scales common upon elm and maple
Second hand Pianos and Organs they end of this
channel, large enough
upper
The dust bath is a great help in tion's children for a mess of pottage. We trees; all of which are illustrated.
Two square to crawl out of, then retire to the jody. fowls of
for sale at a
A European Birch Leaf Roller which
lice, but is not enough prophesy that the child born ten years
ridding
white
hence will never see a robin except the has been rather abundant in the vicinity
A channel to change from a small,
with the larger breeds.
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in
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about
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of him
a bird book.
grub worm to a beetle
of Orono for several seasons Is discussed.
Twice a year give the houses a thor- picture
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BLAKE'S

ward the eand blown desert. Hie feet
hot and sore from two days'

Total
and general enactments were
the act for the state certification of
teachers, the teachers' pension act, an
act changing the board of management
of state normal schools, the law for the
prevention of secret societies in the public schools and enactments relating to
more exact and uniform accounting of
school receipts"and expenditures. Other
enactments provide for the election of
truant officers by school committees and
for the return of educational statistics
for the year ending July first. The
number of school holidays was reduced
by omitting New Year's Day from the
list and by providing at the option of
committees for the observance by appropriate school exercises of certain days
that were formerly celebrated by the
closing of schools.
Improvements at the state normal
sohools included a new dormitory at
Parmlngton and provision for the partial erection of new dormitories at Gorham and Machias.

Important
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through

untracked

wastes, but so far he had come out
unharmed. True, bis broad sombrero
carried two holes where an insurrecto
sentry's bullet bad gone zipping
through, but Frank Blake had drawn
his own weapon in response, and he
was sure that the Mexican had taken
it brief vacation from sentry duty.
Of course that only hastened his

flight toward the frontier, for It was
flight. Ordinarily he was not oue to

his back on a skirmish, but he
was the paymaster of the Laguna
Mines company, and as the revolutionary spirit of his miners forbade thein
to waste any more golden days delving
in the darkness of galleries and crosscuts or upiM-'r and lower levels when
there was Insurrection afoot it became
necessary for the paymaster to flee ungallantly with his papers and his bills
of exchange—the currency he hastily
burled. As be was the ouly American
turn

left on the force there was nothing
for Frank Blake to do but to guard his
company's treasure to the best of his

ability.

He tossed off the tin box which had
been strapped to his shoulders and unbuckled the stuffed belt which burdened him cruelly In the heat and stress
of his lontï trnmp. He kicked off his
shoes and stockings and thrust his feet
into the cool trickle of the stream and

closed Ms eye».
Naturally dark complexioned. the
burning sun of Mexico had tanned his
face to the complexion of the natives,
ills straight black hair clung to hU
brown forehead and added to the rag-

ged. unkempt appearance, for ragged
he was and uucured for. His clothing
was lorn to shreds by thorns and cactus spines, and the dust that coxered
his handsome feature»» lent a grotesque
nppcarauce to au otherwise attractive

personality

All at once he opened his bright
black eyes with the sudden resolve
that a thorough scrub In the stream
Hungry
would refresh him mightily.
be was and thirsty, but he must go
unsatistied until he ran across a ranch,
and in this locality they might be thick
as pult|iie plants. As he bent to plunge
his cupped hands Into the water there
came the sharp barking of a dog and
the sound of light quick footsteps behim.
He turned to see a girl,
slender, erect, with Inquiring eyes of
warm brown, a skin blended of the
olive and the cactus flower, hair as
black as his own and a red mouth
rounded into a surprised exclamation
at sight of him.
"Ahr she said quickly in Spanish.
"Buenas tardes, senorita," returned
Blake gravely, for there was hostility
in her eyes now as she scanned him
hind

Then he continued in Spanish as be arose to his feet. "Is there h
bouse near at hand?"
"Why do you ask?" she inquired sus

closely.

piciously.
Blake laughed shortly

and Included

his outcast appearance In oue graphic
"I
sweep of a shapely browu hand.
am lu need of refreshment and repose
I have traveled far,
among friends.
and 1 am very weary." A trace of the
weariness was evident in his voice.
For two days and a night he had not

slept.

She
The girl seemed to hesitate.
looked over Blake's head, her forehead
Truly
wrinkled ir, a pretty frown.
she was the flower of some neighboring hacienda, he decided as he noted
the Spanish coloring of her complexion, though she wore the trimly cut
garments of an American girl—a short
snowy linen skirt and shirt waist,
with loose sleeves rolled back to
rounded elbows. Her uncovered head
showed her hair arranged in two
loose braids hanging far below her

slender waist.
"Come
"Come." she said suddenly.
to my father."
He admired tue gin s quick treau, so
different from the languorous glide of
her countrywomen, nnd attributed It to
the free, open life which she had enJoyed as the daughter of a ranchero.
He was aware that she was undergoing some perturbation on his account, for she frequently looked back

nt him and always with that distrustful glance of her brown eyes.
Presently he noticed that her hand
always rested lightly on her right hip.
and then he saw there was a tiny
holster, from which protruded Itbe
Ivory handle of α revolver. His own
hand sought his weapon then, for If
the daughter was suspicious the father

might be openly hostile.
They topped a rise of ground and

came

upon a smooth, well made road winding toward a distant red roofed building set in the midst of α chestnut
grove. North, east and west stretched
Herds ap% magnificent cattle range.
peared like blots in the distance. The
herders were black moving specks on
the vastnesa of the grassy plain. As
the.v went forward η horseman rode
from the gates and, turning to the
west,

galloped madly along

vhnded road.
irirl uttered

α

cup of n>ffee. ilu waved away a
handful of cigarette· the Mexican woman contemptuously offered him mid,
ίο her astonished disgust, drew from

ills breast po( ket a pipe and calmly
*
proceeded to fill and light IL
"My hitting the pipe Instead of the
national vice baa Jarred them some,"
meditated Blake as he knocked the
ashes out of the bowl and proceeded
to convey his bundle of straw to the
hut which an Otoml Indian bad polnt-

i*d out as his sleeping place.
Blake had planned to sleep with one
eye open until the pale dawn should
signify that eight hours of repose of
Then he would
a sort had been his.
arise, throw a few dollars on the floor
and resume his tramp to the frontier,
lie surmised that he was not far from
the little Rio del Cuchillo. and by
keeping close to its banks he would ultimately come out near Aguel, which
was a few hours' walk from Fort Han-

cock.

In spite of his efforts to keep awuke
the young American fell Into α sleep
through which he was ever pursued
l y the fair Custlllan, whose dark beauty enthralled his senses. So vivid were
his dreams of her that when he awoke
he was loath to carry out his plan of

escape.
But prudence forbade this, for he
had not compreheudcd enough of the
girl's conversation the night before to
satisfy himself that she was not a
rebel sympathizer and to be avoided.
He was passing through the arched
gateway that led Into the drive when
the sound of η voice smote sharply on
his ear. It seemed to come from the
It was
wall of the arched passnge.
the voice of the senorlta.

"Qulen es?"
When Bluke hesitated before replying she udded meaningly. "If you do
not uuswer. insurrecto. I shall shoot!"
"But I am not un insurrecto, senorlI am an American," he was be
ta.

ginning when her contemptuous luugh
ended his

α

tinted cheek.

senorlta." he said
"I surrender,
gravely, and, liftlug his hat, he re
turned to the adobe hut and once

more threw himself on the straw, α
prey to a thousand new emotions.
Presently there came the clatter ot
hoofs as the ranchero returned from
his Journey. Servants flew hither and
thither, and Blake heard the distant
sound of a pleasant bass voice within

At last footsteps accom
the house.
panted the voice, and be was pleas
antly aware that the senorlta was
coming, too. to exhibit her captive.
"ney. there!** called out the ranch
Then he added iui
ero In English.

patiently. "Vamos!" The girl laughed
deliciously at her father's mistake.
Blake appeared at the d<w>r as rag
ged a specimen of native Mexican us
But now his
one would care to meet.
eyes were bright with anticipation,
and a broad grin overspread his fact
as he held out a brown hand to th<>
astonished big blond ranchero, who

written
large over
hod American
dress and feature.
"Hello, Smith!" was Blake's greet-

ing.

"ΠβΙΙο yourself!" said the other,
with a puzzled stare. "Who the dick
Why, It la
ens are you anyway?
You
Blake of the Laguna mines.

know I'm a stockholder there. Becky,"
he explained to the girl while he was
pumping Blake's arm cordially. "Here,
come out of that hole, old man, and
Tills is
come in among white folks.
Looks like u
my daughter. Rebecca.
senorlta. eh? but as loyal an Amcrl
can girl as ever left the states and
came down here to rough It with her
Make your apologies to Mr
dad:

Blake, Becky, while Γ hurry up some
breakfast and a room for—your prison
er, shall I call him?"
us
blushed
beautifully
Rebecca
"I
Blake's hand closed on her own.
)we you so many apologies. Mr. Blake,
that I do uot know where to begin."
"No hurry qhout it." the young man
réassuré her. "I believe I'll stay as
long as your father will let me. Re

sides. I'm your prisoner. I surrender
ed. you know."
Rebecca did not offer to give him
back his freedom then, and afterward
It was too late.

Thence to the Woodshed.
Little Willie, four and u half, bad
been very had He hod forgotten his
table maimers i>ef<>re "company," ho
Ills father was called Into service to ad
minister

courtyard of the hacienda.
With a gesture she detained him

while she went to the door of an adobe
wing of the building and brought forth
a fat Mexican woman, who scowled at
the stranger in a most unfriendly
fashion. The girl spoke rapidly to the

in u strange dialect, of which
and then u word was familiar.
The supper was hot in more ways
than one. but It was good, and Blake
woman
now

'ate ravenously and drank of an $xce}*

repri»of.

"Willie, you have been a very bad
little boy." mild he. "You have shocked
your mammu. your grandma nnd your
aunts by your conduct, nnd I want you

to know* that I do not approve of your
actions. It may t»e that I shall have to
chastise you. Do you understand what
1 am saying?"
"1 got you. Steve." said Willie—In
dlana|iolls News.
The Real Bob·.
"I doubt if Kitty will be happy when
She's always had her own
married
way too much."
"Oh, but Jack will let her do any-

thing"

"I'm not thinking about her husband,
but aooat her cook."—Boston Tran-

script

A Rare Film.
I understand

that your
"Madaru,
daughter helps you dally with youi
housework."

sharp exclamation and

doubtful what to do with the stranger,
lie resolved to help her out.
"Some tortillas and frijoles for supa bed,
per and a bundle of straw for
nenofita; these would make me most
grateful." be said eagerly, aud the girl
nodded brusquely and led the way up
the avenue of chestnuts and Into the

senor,

your wishes?"
The ominous click of her little weap
Blake could
on was the only reply.
see her now in the weird light of the
Her lovely face was
coming day.
frumed In a small window cut In the
There
wall of the arched passage.
were shadows beneath her sweet eyes,
as If she had not slept, and the Ion;:
black lashes drooped against her pink

At the sight of him the

ahead, but when she reached the
gates he wan out of sight.
She seemed disconcerted at this happening. and Blake was quick to guess
that the man might have been her
father and that in his absence she was

explanation.

perhaps you are also
the commander of the American forces
In disguise. I will thauk you to return
to the courtyurd to await the return
of my father."
"And suppose 1 do not surrender to
"Ah,

palm

rail

OUR MARINE CORPS.

lent

•

"It is true."
"What royalties would you charge
me for a moving picture reel of this
Cincinnati
unusual
most
sight?"
Times-Star.
—

Helpful

Man.
Any man who, by sound thinking and
bard work, develops and carries on α
industry aud by his good
The

productive

judgment malies that Industry both
and stable conféra an Imbenefit on society.—Cbarlee W

profitable
mense

Eliot

Both Allk·.
"I don't understand why my watch
will not go." said Staylate. "I'm sure
It's wound up!"
"Dear me." yawned his hostess, looking toward the clock, "what a remarkable coincidence!"—St Louis Post-Die

patch.
Joy

fln't

feasts so high as when the
course la misery.-Simmon*.
never

Noted For Bravo Deed· 8inoe th· Day·
of th· Revolution.

Our marine corps was organized by
of the Continental congress in 1775,
oud its history continues unbroken
down to the present time. It Is the oldest branch of the military service and
a<·!

was originally created to prevent mutiny by the sailors, many of whom
were

"Impressed."

Then, too, in the days of sailing
«hips, and esi>eciaily in bnttle at sea.
the sailors were largely occupied In
maneuvering the vessel. Fighting was
at close quarters. and a large body of
men who hud nothing to do but fight
was of great service. The advent of
steam and of long range guns made the
old style of lighting Impossible.
The story of the marine corps Is a
stirring one. The marines distinguished
themselves first in 177!) in the battle
between the Bonhomme Richard and
the Serapls. They had previously. In

177»5, taken part In the bloodless «ai*
ture of 100 cuunon ut New Providence,
In the Bahamas They fought in Tripoli in 1803, and in I .so." they made a remarkable march η cross the Libyan desert and took the fortress of I tenia.
1N15 the maAt New Orleans in
rines again distinguished themselves,
iiud they covered themselves with glory
at the battle Ικ-tween the Chesapeake
At Shlmouosekl. Japan.
and .^h union
In IS!M: KormiMii In 1 ν··7. in Kore.i In
1871, Paiiiinia in 1885. at Mnnila and
Gm:ntann:'io In the war with Spain
and In China during the Boxer outbreak they proved their worth,—Har-

per's Weekly.

BOILED COFFEE OF BRAZIL
The Real Thing as the Native· Make
and Drink It.
The Brazilian amid the marble splendors of his New York hotel slpi>ed the
tiny cup of black coffee that was to

cost him 25 cents.
"This isn't bad." he said, "but It Isn't
like the coffee we drink on my father's
coffee plantation In Brazil.
"There, when a coffee craving seizes
you. you take η few handfuls of green
coffee berries, and after rejecting all
the Imperfect ones among them you
place these picked berries In η η Iron
ladle and roast them over un open lire.
"You roast them till

they begin

to

•moke. Then before they are charred
you take them off, drop them into u
mortar and pound them with u pestle

carefully.

"Meanwhile a cup of cold pure water
When It
has been set on the lire.
comes to a boll the ground coffee Is
thrown into it—α tablespoonful to a cup
—and the boiling Is allowed to go on

for about three minutes.
"Now you drink the coffee.
drink it without straining it
grounds lie at the bottom of the
und If you don't shake it the tluld

You
The
cup,
is as

clear as crystal—crystal clear, black,

fragrant

"The French can boast as they please
of their Altered coffee. I tell you there's
nothlug like the boiled coffee of Brazil,
all (ilcked, roasted and prepared within
a few minutes under the open sky."—
New York Tribune.

GIFTS OF THE VIKING.
How Norte Sea Kings Enriched Our
Nautical Vocabulary.
Wbeu we say a ship la bound for a
certain port or homeward bound, we
are using, not the pent participle, aa
to
we might think, of the English verb
bind, hut of α Scandinavian word

meuutug to prepare,

to

get ready—a

word which In the form of "bouu" still
lives on lu northern dialects.
"Billow'' is probably a Scandinavian,
word which survived in one of tho
Dort hern or eastern dialects, which atlil
It
preserve so many Danish words
made its way into southern English In

the sixteenth century and was given
literary standing by its use by Spen-

a

and Shakespeare.
"Wake" for the track of a ship Is
another Scandinavian worri preserved
Its original meaning, as
lu dialect
Professor Skeat tells us. was that of
an opening in the Ice. especially tho
lake
pnssage cut for u ship In a frozen
or sea. and then, from being applied
to the smooth watery track left by tho
ship after Its passage through the Ice.
It came to be used when there was no
ice at all. This useful word is one of
the nautical terms which the i'reneh
have Iwrrowed from the ΕηιΊικΙι. although it Is not easy to rpco^ .lze It nt
first in its French form of ouniche. and
It Is still used on the Norfolk liroads
with its original meaning of an opeu
place In the Ice.—English Itevlew.

ser

Life at Low Temperature·.
.Most recent experiments show that
the Idea that bacteria in general are
not harmed by freezing is untenable.
On tiie other hand, the effect of very
low temperatures has been greatly
It has been otmerved
overestimated.
that as destructive effects are produced upon bacterial life from the tevi
peratutv of salt iiikI pounded ice as
The crltlcul
from that of liquid air.
point appears to be somewhat about
the freezing point of water. An organ·
Ism that can pass tills |>olut in safety
may lie proof against even absolute
A few Individual bacteria In
zero.
every culture tried were able to endure
unharmed the temperature of liquid
air. This Is believe*] to have been due
to the absence of water In ceils.—St.
Louis Republic.

Knew H«r Business.
A weather l>eaten woman, dressed in
uew and stylish clothing, was marching up the street one Sunday morning
whim down came α sudden shower.
Tho woman had no umbrella, but quick
as η flush she caught up her dress

skirt and threw It over her hat
"You'll get your ankles nil wet, Maria," said her husband, who was couilug along in tho rear.
"Ob, never mind the ankles," called
out the woman as she hurried along.
"I've hnd thorn the last sixty years,
and I only cot the hat yesterday."—
Harper's Bazar.
Not AmiabI·.
"We hnd to let that servant go."
Wouldn't
"What was the matter?
she uork?"
·*(>!». she did the work all right, hot
mIi.· wouldn't get along with tli· chil-

dren."
"That so?"
"Yes She'd lose her temper every
time one of them kicked her on tha
6hlns."-Detrolt Free Frees.

Library Furnishing·.

"You have η beautiful and complete
library. I suppose your husband passes
many delightful hours there."
"1 think so," replied Mrs. Wise.
"That's the room in which be keeps his

cigarq and poker chip·."—Washington
Stan

Weat Parla Grange will hold » sale of
aprona, quitte and yarioaa useful articles,
»lso candle·, at Grange Hall, Thuraday
THE DOINOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
afternoon, May 1, and at β o'clock a
chicken pie aopper will be served. There
SECTIONS OP THE COUNTY.
will be a aociable in the evening.
The Jollie Girls will give a May dance
Paris HUL
Priday evening, May 2nd. Mnsio by
W. F.

The Oxford Democrat.
ISSUED TUESDAYS.

South

Pans, Maine, April

A Τ WOOD

A

Editor $ amt

Hill, pasfirst Baptist Church. Rev. G.
A. H.
tor.
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45servie·
Sunday School at U. Sab oath evening
it
at 7 Λ).
Prayer Meeting Thumlay evening
Covenant Meeting the laat Friday before
7 ao.
All
of the month at 2 JO F. M.
tho lei

29,1913

FORBES,

Sumlay
not otherwise connected

I'roprteton.

Ci KO HUE M. Λ Τ WOO U.

West Parte.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

ESTABLISHED ISS.

are

Milliken's

pieces.

Tune.-—#ijo a year If paid strictly In vivant··.
Otherwise #2.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cent·.
All legal advertisement·
DVEKTI8BMEXT9:
M
are given three coueecuUve Insertion» for $1
conper loch In length of column. Special
tract* made with local, transient an<l yearly
advertiser·.
—

cordially Invited.

l»t.
Mise Annie Kaatman ha· been visiting
electric
faet
ρrewe·.
her nephew, Richard Kaatman, in Berlin,
;ob Paumso—New type,
anil low prtcea
power, experience·! workmen
bu»l· Ν. H.
combine to make thle department of our
I
A meeting of the Baptiat parish will
neM complete and popular.
be held at the chapel on Tuesday of
renext week to make arrangement· for
asMime COPIES.
pairing and improving the church
I
four cent» sembly room.
Single copiée of The Pkxocrat are
each They will be malle i un receipt of price by )
Albion W. Andrew* bos purchased the
the publisher» or for the convenience of patron* I
at the corner of
been placet! ou Joseph Slattery stand
have
Issue
each
of
•Ingle copie»
:
Main and Tremout Streets, where be has
•ale at the following place· tn the County
Howard's Urug Store.
resided since his house burned.
South Pari#,
ShurtleiTs Drug StoreMrs. Mira C. Snow has sold her place,
Store
Drug
Noyea
Norway,
Cross-roads, to Miss L'ara D Cooper of
stone'» Drug Store.
Miss Cooper, with
Alfred Cote. 1'ostuiaeter.
Fall River, Mass.
Pucktieid,
Mrs Harlow, Poet Office.
Pari» Hill.
Mrs. Rogers and Mrs. Railey, came to
Samuel T. White.
Weal Pari»,
Paris Hill last week and is occupying

the place.
A summer resident of Paris Dill sugs
gests to the Democrat that at th season
a report on the road and weather conditions in this section would be of value
The
to those living out of the state.
local weather condition* for the past
week have been of the finest and the
roads have become dry enough for automobiles between Portland and Paria and

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Lady Bookkeeper.
Keal fc suite (or Sale.
Λ ton Mr me· 1 Statement.
Η. B. Foster.
Plush and Wool I.ap Kobe·The Ka-lest Shoe for Women.
7. L Merchant A CoCut Κ lowers an·! Plants.
Blue Store·.
Karin Machinery, etc.
Ladles' Suite au I Coat·.
Cet In I.lne.
Time to Take Ice.
for Sale.
farm for Sale.
Laruaon Hubbarl (i cut·)
Probate Notice.
Kor Sale.
Free shyer Souvenir·.
Wanted
Gardens Plowed.

of

Norway,

four

The supper and entertainment to have
been held under the auapioes of the T.
P. C. U. at Good Will Hall Wednesday,
April 30tb, baa been postponed.
The remains of Enoch Bartlett, whose
death occurred at Sonth Paris, were
brought to West Paris Saturday for interment In West Paris cemetery.
Rev. F. B. Pine, the new pastor of the
M. E. church, baa arrived and is staying
at the parsonage.
E. D. Stllwell has returned from the
Central Maine General Hospital at Lewiston, and Is much improved in health.
Rev. D. P. Nelson and wife of South
Portland, and Rev. Elbridge Gerry and
wife of Farmington, were recent guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Willie. Mr. Nelson and Mr. Gerry were former pastors
of the Μ. Ε church iu this village, and
they took the opportunity to come from
cooference at South Paris to visit former
friends and parishioner?.
Tiger, the truck horse owned by J. F.
Reed, was laid to rest Thursday, after
serving his master and the public very
faithfully fur many years.
Walter Rowe, who has been in poor
health for several weeks, was taken to
the hospital Friday for treatment.
Ellsworth D. Curtis is taking a few
days' vacation from bis mail route,which
is being supplied by H. R. Tuell. Mr.
Curtis went Friday to join Mra. Curtis,
who has been visiting relatives at Dickvale and Rumford Falls. He expects to
have an operation upon bis nose and
throat during bis absence.
Samuel K. Estes, Jr., has moved bis
family to Norway, where be has a position iu the store of the W. C. Leavitt Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Estes have been residents
here for some time, and their removal is

Mrs. N. A. Cummlnga attended the
Oxford County Teacher·' Association at
Backdeld, Friday and Saturday.
Mm. Carter and Mr·. Wiley bave
beeo here preparing the Carter house
of
for a summer tenant, Mrs. Robinaoo,
Portland, who i· to occupy it about May

A. E. FORBES.

orchestra

the main highways, though mud
holes still exist in road· passing through
the woods and low wet lands, and some
of the local roads are rough.
Mrs. H. P. Hammond, who has been
confined to ber bed for the past five
weeks with rheumatic fever, is gaining
quite fast. She sits np a part of the
She
time and walks around a little.
wiahea to thank her many friends tor re·
memberiug her so kindly with poat carda
and letters in her illness, a'most every
day receiving by mail one or more post
card· and letter·, which gave her great

on

many friends.
Mary, the young child of Harry Patch,

regretted by

Maint Coagregatlonallata et Norway.
Bethel.
common
both
varieties,
The measlea,
and German,are prevalent lo the schools. MEETING OF STATE CONFEBENCE WILL
baa moved to
Newhall
Willard
Mra.
BE HELD THEBE NEXT WEEK.
Weatbrook, and the reat ia occupied by
Mr. Someraworth and family.
Another of the greet religious bodies
Rev. P. C. Potter waa calling Monday
comes to Oxford County for the meeting
former
pariabiooera.
upon
The Annual
Rev. J. A. Corey called on frlenda of its sUte organization.
meeting of the Congregational Conferhere Saturday.
of Maine
Rev. aod Mra. C. L. Bang hart have ence and Missionary Society
in
been visiting here and reoeived a warm will be held with the Second Cbnrob
Norway, on Tuesday, Wednesday *nd
welcome from a boat of frlenda.
the
Is
The entertainment given by the mem- Thursday, May β, 7 and 8. This
of the Conbers of the Relief Corpa waa very inter- eighty-seventh anniversary
and the one hundred sixth of the
eating. The parta were well aaaigned, ference
aod aa each one atepped forward and Missionary Society.
The provisional program of the meetand
gave a little biatory of her timea
work, they made a pretty picture in their ing is as follows:
TUKSDAT F. M.
ooatamea of the timea and station· In
which they aerved. Herrick's Orchestra
100 Devotional service by
Portland Tueaday.
Mra. Addle P. Weritworth was in
Bethel village canvaiaing the paat week.
Tburaday evening the men of the Conand
gregational society aerved a aupper The
proved tbemeelvea royal boata.

J

l|

I

.liage

I

Grand Silver Souvenir Sale

Thursday, Friday, Saturday

best service, the best
ÏKexkxatl Store is the one where you get the
store
The
with
quality.
consistent
lowest
price
quality and the
esteemed

Resolutions.

b.
II.
1.
2.

Reports.
Registrar.

always has

Discussion,
"Unifying the Religious Forces of the
Communltv."
1. The Need, Rev. J. B. Lyman, Orono.
2. Possibilities in Cities,
Rev. Ε. E. Keedy, Wcstbrook.
S. Possibilities In Rural Conditions,
Rev. J. 8. Strong, Llmlngton
Discussion opened by
Rev. R. E. Gllkey, Dlxllel I
Work of the Comity Commlt<lon,
Rev. O. W. Folsom, Bstb
TUESDAY EVENING.

Devotional 8ervlce,
Rev. J. H. Carruthers, Fryeburg
Bev. C. D. Boothby, Augusts
Sermon,

THE SUN

We have just received our grass
seed and it is something very nice,
"Our SUte Work."
testing very high in analysis.
We have a good line of all kinds
lTTreasurer and Auditor (Missionary
Dept.)
of
grass seed, barley, seedcorn and
2, Trueteca.
some Natural Re-cleaned Seed Oats.
3. Directors, with address by Superl·:
tendent.
It will pay you to get our prices beAddresses from the Field,
Rev. Hannth J. Powell
fore buying.
Bev. J. F. Berry
We also have a nice line of poultry
Bev. M. M. Smyser
Rev. M. O. Baltzer
feed, including scratch feed and
Mr. George 8mlth
chick feed, in fact all kinds of poultry
11Λ0 Address by the President.
feed.
WEDNESDAY P. M.
1:30 Devotional Service,
These are bought in car lots at the
Wilton
Bev. W. H. Palmer,
lowest possible prices and will be
Business
2:00 Fraternal Greetings.
sold accordingly.
j30 The Woman's Home Missionary Unlot
Rev. H. L.

of Maine.
Mrs. J. B. Llbby of

McCsnn, Portland

Portland, presldlni

Address, "Blrd's-Eye View of the

Work of the W. H. M. U.of Maine
Mrs. W. B. Johnson, Portlanc
Address. "Guarding Oar Inheritance,"
Miss Miriam L. Woodberry, New Yor!

2:45

shall deserve to be the

Norway,

......

———a

\Ve

will

give, absolutely

free

Iteaotiful» Useful Silver Souvenirs
succi'fut prc.-eripttrms. Th.-re are more 'han
Each
of lhm. one for every ordinary ailment.
If it doe* not,
is guaranteed to ijire satisfaction.
It
rome back to us and let ut çiee you your money.
are

350

Tnith
filled

every prescnption

at

this

etorc

dunnp

til the rest of this week
'«r.d all of next neck, we
will £ive *

Maine.

Patent Silver
Medicine Spoon

The only spoon that accurately measure* one half and one teaspoonful.
W 11 set firm and level on the table.
No
Will not slip from the hand.
household should be without one.

it your»

and

ur ιrant

you to

dresses)

andToilet Preparations

marvel of daintiness, both in package
No other hne tce etrr handLd hat been
l.alf so popular. Each makes appeal to iht most retastes— delights and fascinates the most refined
in etrry (Liait as the tery
senses. Each is as

Each

ti a

ad

YMr. H. W. Bowe,

Sec SUte Unlo
Sunday School,
Mr. W. J. Weir, Sec. SUte Asat
3. Bible Society,
Dea. Ε. T. Garland, Supertnunden
4. Y. M.C.A..
Mr. J. C. Smith, SecreUr
5. Christian Civic League.
r»v. W. F. Berrv, D. D., Superintend^
11:00 Address,"Preaching with Authority,
Re*. T. HT Wilson, Skowt ega
11:20 Address, "The End of the Comman·
ment,"
Rev. H. W. Webb, Ruckapoi
2.

Adjournment at

fined

Sold only at

^OXaJUi

Give prompt relief from BACKACHI
KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLZ

RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of th
KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of th
BLADDER and all annoying URINAR

IRREGULARITIES. A positiva boon

I

Remember the dates

Thursday, Friday and Saturday, May 1, 2 and 3,
H.

CHAS.

PHARMACY

THE

AT

South Part
Ptrl

~WANTED
Poultry

Live

BLUE STORES

GRADUATING, JUNE WEDDINGS

OF ALL AGES

or
This Store is

by

also

Crepe

of all kinds

of arrival.
Write

us

986-2.

for

prices

or

prepared

to meet your needs in

goods,

Laces, All-overs and

Bands to

All the wanted materials and most favored for all
occasions.

Dresses

Ready-to-Wear

In Nets, Voiles, Shadow Lace and Muslins, made up

best

the

Pricod

possible
$24.00.

$5.00

Spring

manner,

Apparel

Fashions in Women's

Cannot fail

Spring Colorings

to

wonderfully interesting.
styles are more than ever

prove

and the

brightness and good
comming summer.

of the

with the

7 East

The

sug-

cheer that is associated

'phon

MAINE

NORWAY,

GET IN line:

AND

the

as

name

and
you dry in rain or a dressy
weather. You see lots worn now
We have them at

coat,

convenient

coat to

slip

an

any

011

tjood Overgarment

by

:

t.

:

isant

1

of all ages.

men

$6.00, $7.60, $10.00, $12.00 aud $15.00.
Many people prefer
These
so

the

long that

also have in

you know all

COAT.

RAIN

CLOTH

we

a

good variety.

we can

Τ

tell you about lia

'■1

$10.00 to $18.00.

Real Clothing Values in 5uits.
$15. $18. $20. $22
Kirschbaum Guaranteed Suits,
of Suits at

Wear

our

Price

&

j

$5.00, $7.50. $10.00, $12.00. $15.00
Spring. Made
Unsurpassed for V.ilu

Tustom Tailored Suits this

Co., of Chicago.

EM- ^·

F. H. Noyes Co.
(2 Stores)

South Paris

General Team work
Tel. 11 β

just

ONE PRICE CASH STORE.

Gardens Plowed
one

to use,

handy
implies. A

This is the

in demand.

Strong line

Turner St.. Auburn, Maine.

for

are

superior workmanship.

WM. H. BAILEY & SON
17tf

SLIP-ON-COATS

to

da

References National Shoe Leath
er Bank, Auburn.
Crates Furnished

At the present time

Flaxons.

Beautiful Trimmings,
match.

in

CORRECTLY!

EVENING DRESS

yard in Silks, Voiles, Batiste, Foulards, Muslins,
great variety of white goods including the New

the

gestive

especially Broilers.
Weighed and remitted for on

souths,

CO.,

HOWARD

WE DRESS MEN

PEOPLE and for WOMEN.

A. E. 8HURTLEPF Λ CO.,
8. E. NKWBLL à CO..

OF

for the

MIDDLE AGED and ELDBRL
HAVB HIQHKST RECOMMENDATION
8. A. Davit, C7 Washington St., Connersvill
lad., la io hi· 85th year. He writes η»: "I haï
lately «offered much from my kldnei» and bla
iter I hadsevere beckuchui and my kidney actic
was too freqnent, causing me to lose much el··
at night, and in my bladder there was constat
pain. I took Foley Kidney Pills for some tim
and a· now free or all trouble and again able I
be up and aronnd. Foley Kidney Pills have ■
highest recommendation."

Store«

About the Fineries

dreaa,

QUICK IN RESULT

silvi-r Teaspoor, Orunge Spoon or
Sugar Spoon with ewjr
firehose of any one
·. ,'uls or Ν. ί*.
dies or Rexall Τ
A)ulce Toilet Pi

cdort
putest, choicest ingredients, the finest selected
tiolels, and the
from freth-cui Parma and Victoria
highest art of the perfumer can make them. Each it
guaranteed to please—or money back.

Successors to S. B. and Z. S. Prince

Her· Is Belief for Women.
If you have pains In the back, Urinary. Βla<
der or Kidney trouble, try Mother Grav
AROMATIC LEAF, a pleasant herb remedy to
women's Ills and a great tonic laxative. A
DrugglaU or bv mall 50c., sample FREE. Ac
15 1
Mother Gray Co., Le Boy, Ν. Y.

TONIC IN ACTION

I

perfect

The

Ycu:
«orne

nu ruple-pl.itc

Ζ. L. MERCHANT & CO.

noon.

Foley Kidney Pills

ΓΠΓΓ
LULL

end contents.

Klrby, Mexlo

(10 minute

have it.

Violet Dulce Perfumes

THURSDAY A. U.

Business.
10:00 Our Fellow Laborers

of the.

any one

Sôlël Dulce Toilet Preparations

M

Rev. P. L.

I

and

pcrlen(R^v.

Devotional Service,

byfelTJC

most

ft&xa&Vomedie*,and Itettoeg Toîki^

C. B. Gumming!) & Sons,

(Buslaes» meeting of the W. H. M. U
NOTICE.
will be held at ir.M., In place to U I
announced, for election of officers In the District Court of the UnltC'l stale* foi
reports, discussions, etc.)
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
3:30 Address, "Tho Promised Presence.
In the matter of
)
1. The Holy Spirit lu Christian Worl
ADOLPHE F. TALBOT } In Bankrv/itcy.
aud Service,
of Rumford, Bankrupt. J
Rev. L. D. Evans, Camden
To the créditera of Adolphe F. Talbot. In tin
2. The Holy Spirit In Christian Ex
County of Oxford and dlttrlct a foresail I :
Notice Is hereby given that on the l!)th day ol
J. M. Bleler. Mschlai
April, A. D. 1913, the said Adolphe F. Tafbol
3 The Holy Spirit In the Building u]
was duly adjudicate·',
bankrupt, and that the flr»i
of the Christian Life,
meeting of hie creditors will l»e held at the
Rev. W. B. Tuthll', Portland
office or the Beferee, No. 8 Market Square. South
Re
Ministerial
the
of
Annual
4:30
meeting
Part·, on the 7th day of May, A. D. 1913, al
lief Society.
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
■aid creditors may attend, prove their claims
WEDNESDAY EVESINO.
appointa trustee, exumlne the bankrupt, an<!
730 Devotional Service,
transact such other business as may properly
Rev. H. P. Woodln, Auburn
come before «aid meeting.
Offering for Ministerial Relief 8oclety.
South Parts, April 19. 1913.
To
Born
"The
Nations
Being
Adilres",
WALTER L. GRAY,
10-18
Referee In Bankrnptc/.
Secretary

8:45

one

With ever£*f>urçhase^of

WEDNESDAY A. U.

Devotional Service,

always

Double Value f Your Money

BEST
SEED UNDER
THE

Communion, conducted by
Bev. Τ P. William», Houlton
Bev. Thomss Slmms, Gorhara

8:45

and

modern, dependable drug store—
yoii in all that makes the up-to-date,
value
for your money. During th
the one where you always get full
last three days of this week we will give you

Treasurer and Auditor.

I

J

To Be Given Away in Our

undivided half of Cooper
containing about 60 acres.

one

Credentials.

s.

West Bethel.

fell from a door in the second story of
their home Monday, but received no serious injuries.
Fourni.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Coburn spent Satl'or Sale.
urday and Sunday of last week in Port- \
land.
Here and There.
West Paris Chickadees have recently
played with Bryant Pond and South
Summer warmth hae come.
A favorite present-day dream—"If I pleasure.
Paris, winning large scores in their favor
Carroll Abbott haa the measles.
were one of .Morgan's beire"—
Prizes were awarded on Sunday by the with both teams.
Eben H. Scribner is recovering from
members
to
the
School
ami
O.
West Paris Lodge, I. O.
F.,
Baptist Sunday
bis recent illness.
in
atand
faithful
been
an
in
united
of
Julian
regular
Kebekah
Onward
having
No petitions for pardon
Lodge,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lary were in
Lois
Hawthorne and Dr. Morion, sentenced tendance during the fiscal year.
anniversary celebration at Centenninl this village Thursday.
Ross received
C.
Ulenn
States!
and
Curtis
a
in
United
a
and
a
Saturday
evening.
to
Hall,
day
year
Elbert R. Brigga made a hurried busiM. Ronald Shaw
Weet Paris Grange celebrated an anni- ness visit to Bethel Hill
prison, have yet been circulated. Which Bibles. AliceJ. Curtis,
Tuesday.
Shaw received books.
an all-day
There
was
would seem to indicate that their swind- and Htrland
Saturday.
versary
Rev. C. L.
Baoghart viaited Mrs.
The first Universalist Circle of the sea- session, with dinner served at noon, ami
ling tioaccial transactions were not on
Helen Tyler and family Wednesday.
Hall on a musical and
the large scale which the genera! public son will be held at Academy
literary program in the
Miss Ruth Mason of Northwest Bethel
Friday evening, May 2d, at which time afternoon. One of the special features is again teacher of the Plat sobool.
bad supposed.
entitled
farce
the
will be presented
of the occasion was the invitations ex
Myles O'Reilly and Mrs. L. D. Grovei
"Blighted Buds" by the following cast: tended to those who no longer retain remain
about the same as laat reported
The incoaoclasts of science are destroyan
Irish
Baronet,
Sir Roger O'Traumel,
their membership in the order. Alto
Sherman Cummings of Albany bat
Mr. Stanley Bennett,
ing some of our cherished delusion·.
gether it was a pleasant occasion.
moved into the "Beehive," and occupies
Por instance, certain lost arts are shown Professor Paltnan, his friend,
W. J. Wheeler of South Paris was in the tenement
'
Mr. Newton Ctimmlngs
recently vacated by George
not to be so lost a· they once were.
Mr. *. A. Jmklns. town
John Smith, a "Drummer,"
Thursday.
R cbardaon.
Mr Jarvls Thayer
"Tempered copper," long supposed to Pat. a gartener,
ol
the
little
Nellie
Mabel,
daughter
The mill of tbe Merrill, Springer Co
be the work of ancieots with knowledge Mrs. llypatta Harrington Hitchcock, a widow,
Mrs. Harold Swift, recentl> Is
Mrs. W H Cummtngs. Mr. and
running ateadily on pine logs and
not possessed by the modern world, is
chihl
her daughter, age·! seventeen.
The
her
second
Angelina,
birthday.
passed
bircb and maple bolts, but the dowel
now declared to be merely an
alloy of
Mrs. R. W Harlow
as she talks qnitt
is
interesting,
very
machines and novelty lathes are out ol
copper and other metals, and tools made Drusllla Durham, a spinster of forty-llvc.
Mrs. Jar»ls Thayer
plainly and has been taught several littU u*e at preaent.
from it are inferior to those of this day.
Pierce
Miss Mary
Katy, an Irish servant.
pieces which she delights in reciting
Harry 0. Reid and family have moved
To be followed by a promenade uadei She is the only grandchild of Mr. an<l from the farm house owned by Mrs. W
H.
Walter
ant
of
West
"I don't know," says
Page, the management of Mr. Arthur S. Hall. Mrs. G. M. Tubbs
Paris,
D. Mills to tbe Lary atand, near Unioi
Ice cream great-granddaughter of Harlan Tubbs ol Church, which
newly appointed ambassador to Great All are cordially invited
they recently bought.
who
man
for
a
seem
will
"how
it
Paris.
Ad'
South
the
Britain,
will be on sale during
evening.
Elbert R. Briggs has moved from tbi
Rev. and Mrs. C. H. Young, Mrs. Alicc C. A.
all his life has followed a profession the mission 15 cents. Dancing 25 cents s
Tyler house in the village to th<
main business of which is to tell all he couple. Door· open at 7:30. Curtain al Ford, Mrs. C. H. Lane, Mrs. S. T. Wbitp bouse on Plat Street just vacated by tbi
Mrs. E. D. Curtis and Mr. and Mrs. S Reid
knows, to enter upon a profession in la.
family, and baa fitted rooms foi
Κ Estes attended conference at Soutl
which it is a crime to tell anything."
work.
UreeowooU.
photographic
his
life
in
Paris.
Yet a man who has been all
and
of
that
no
Al'en
learned
Albany
Curamings
Mr. J. X. Alliare, who has been nigln
Hucktield.
journalism must have
journalist would ever dare to tell all he Charles A. Dunham of West Bethel operator at this station during the wintei
Mrs. Birdie Harlow was the guest ο
went
then
here
visited
«melting
anotbei
Friday,
knew.
season, has been changed to
her litter, Mrs. Abbie Cushman, ove;
the following evening with good succesi station.
Sunday.
and returned borne the next day, taking
enter
Mr·.
John C. Curtis
Mr. and
Mr. aod Mr·. Solon Purinton wen
Statisticians figure that the average »
tbingful of tbe delicious little fish tained tbeir son, Leslie Curtis, am with their
people in Waterville for tb<
person who has lived to be seventy-five along witb tbem.
Mrs. Connor and Mr. Marston, ο
friends,
week-end.
years old has consumed in bis life fiftytbe
But wasn't Sunday, including
over Sunday.
Aubnrn,
Our village bad another of ita fortu
four tons of solid food and fifty-three snow
The annual meeting of the West Pari)
squalls in the morniog and tbe
from a serious Are earl;
Now do you wonder at
tons of liquids.
wind wbicb lasted till tbe follow, Public Library Association will be heli nate escapes
high
the high cost of living?
Monday morning, when Are was discov
ing night, about as cold and rough a day Monday evening. May 5th, at 7:30.
of tbe building owne<
the
roof
ered on
as we ever have the last of April'/ Thai
Ambrose Curtis of South Paris ii
R. C. Thomes on Morrill Street
by
Arc
a
it
and
called
what
was
the
recent
of
here,
law»
they
One of the
legislaspending a few weeks with his son, Otii Prompt work and an abundance of wate
was kept burning all day tbe same as in
ture forbids any one, whether road em
A. Curtis.
from a near-by hydrant soon put the flr<
in
the
road.
turf
or
January.
Mrs. Bert Day and Mrs. F. S Rint
no», putting
p'oye
under control with comparatively sligh
How
They finished the job of moving th< were in Norway Thursday.
Shade of the "highway survair"!
damage.
Patch Mountain school bouse Monday
Roscoe Tuell was the week-end gues
are they going to "fix" the roads?
R. S. Dorman has sold his stand 01
using oxen instead of horses for tb< 1 of his daughter, Mrs. Irvin L. Bowker, ii
Depot Street to W. L. Record.
motive power, two men, Wesley Rinf Portland.
Mrs. T. H. Lunt was in Auburn Mon
Contacting statement*, with more or aud Warren Brooks, going with tbeii
Augustus Dunbara returned Saturday day and Tuesday.
less semblance of b«ing authoritative, teams from this
a dis
neighborhood,
a few days' visit with bis daughter
from
C. C. Wlthlngton was in Lewiston οι
are given out regarding the brown-tail
tance of nearly ten miles. Tbe wood Mrs. Jennie Currier.
business Monday.
and gypsy math situation in Maine.
a smaller building, remains yet t(
house,
was the gues
Mrs.
Elvesa
J.
Dennen
the
conMr. and Mrs. D. S. Turner have beei
Rather, it is correct to say that
be moved.
of her niece, Mrs. Ε. B. Davis, an<
with their daughter, Mrs. Shirley Bon
fiicting statements are with regard to the
The froat got out of the ground so thai ; family, at Woodstock, from Friday unti
brown-tail situation. Some say that the
ney of Oxford, for a visit.
they commenced repairing the roadi 1 Monday of last week.
Mrs. John Dillingham and daughte
pest may be under control within a com- this week, which was very much needed
have been visiting Mrs. Dillingham1
paratively few year*·, while others deThe sick folks mentioned last weel
Locke's
Mill».
mother in Hartford recently.
clare it on the increase. It is not doubt- seem to be
slowly improving at tbii
Mr·. Abbie Traek and Mrs.
Lydii
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Farrar have bee
ed by any intelligent observer that the date. A. 8. Brooks gets out and walki
I Whitman attended the Grange Satarda; in Qilbertville for a few days.
brown-tails in this section of the state about the dooryard with bis cane.
I
at Bryant Pond.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bisbee have gon
are as numerous as in any previous year,
Smelt fishing is now among the eventi I
Tbe schools opened last week witi to Wintbrop. Mr. and Mrs.
L
E.
and there is certainly little grouud for of the
as is also syrup making, anc
past,
I
ο
the
Dresser
same
teacher·.
Mary
Damon will also move there soon.
thinking that the weather of the past the sap buckets are stowed away foi
and
ο
Miss
Jordan
Waterford
witl
them
to
affect
in
N.
grammar,
Wilson Shaw is
winter wa* severe enough
T.,
Geneva,
next year.
I Colebrook, Ν. H., primary.
bis son Warren.
at all. As to the gypsy moth situation,all
Two Finn babies bave been recently
!
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Mrs.
Tirrell
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town
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that
tbe
has
leased
that
Dell
Walker
George
pest
spreading boru in town, but tbe names of thi
reports agree
his famil
ami has recently moved
Saturday.
over the state in spite of all that can be
were ho foreign as to make it im
parents
A spark from an engine set a nre 11
there.
done, and that it constitutes a serious possible to report them.
I the field on the farm of L. C· Traek Fri
Tbe Oxford County Teachers' Assc
menace.
day forenoon. There was a high wind c'ation met here Friday and Saturday
West Lovell.
I and the fire was »oon beyond control April 25 and 26, with an attendance ο
Alexander I-a roque and son Walte
The peculiar spectacle is uow presentHelp waa telephoned for from tbii vll about one hundred and fifty teach en
ed of a Democratic national administra- are guiding for Β. E. Brown.
and arrived in time to save tb
The sessions were interesting and profit
The road commissioner has a crew ο
tion
(diplomatically of
attempting
It was a close call and gav able. Tbe program was in the main a
buildings.
th<
west
of
on
the
side
work
men
at
state"—
a
sovereign
course) to "coerce
one
a
scare.
big
every
given in the Democrat last week.
California. And at this safe distance ol lake.
Mrs. Charlie Farrington called at L
Mrs. Gertrude McAllister, who ha.
STKKAKKD MOUNTAIN.
three thousand miles, we may remark
C Trask's Tuesday.
that it looks as if California ought to be spent two weeks at Z. McAllister's wltl
is boarding at Llllla
Perkins
the
Grand
William
Te:
Union
Angle
Bragg,
coerced. Perhaps if we lived in Califor- her husbaud, has returned to her father's I man, was in
Benson1·.
town Thursday.
W. Β McKeen's.
nia we shouldn't feel that way.
Mr. and Mr·. Ernest Lovejoy hav
J. A. Titus of S >nth Paris was in towi
Several booms of logs were broken U]
hired out to Carroll King for a year.
I Tuesday. He made no arrests.
tbe wind Saturday and Sunday.
by
School opened April 21, with Mia
The whist club met with Eva Bryan
Perd Ε. Stevens has been confirmed as
W. S. Fox, who is driving tbe timbe
Jennie Record as teacher.
sheriff of Androscoggin County, and enWednesday evening.
has a crew of men picking it up.
out,
Miss Flora Whitman is teaching sohoc
It is
ters upon his duties this week.
East Sumner.
in Sumner.
Hebron.
predicted that lie will make Audroscog
Gran
Ben Taylor Is working for
Memorial
Day service· at Wes
gin as nearly dry as it has been in its
Mrs. Mary Bea-ce is now at home fo
I Sumner, with Rev. Chester Gore Mille Royal.
history. No sheriffs have yei beeu ap- tbe summer.
Lillian Benson recently lost a horse.
of South Paris as the speaker. Owln|
pointed in Cumberland. Penobscot and
Harry Bearce's hen bouse containini I to other
Sherman Jordan has been quite il
engagement* of the speaker
Sagadahoc The position in Penobscot 60 beoa was burned a few days ago.
I the exercises will he at 10 A. M. insteai with an attack of appendioitia.
W.
was offered tn Deputy Sheriff Fred
Mrs. J. D. Sturtevant has been quit*
the usual time.
Gates of Millinooket, and he at first deand her daughter, Miss Etta Sturte |of
sick,
Albany.
Ί Clinton Buck, who ha· been eerlousl.
cided to accept, but afterwards reconsidis caring for her.
vant,
Preeland Cummings was at hom
is said to be Improving of late, an.
ered on receiving an increase of compenill,
Mrs. J. C. Dunham went to Auburi
over Sunday.
I mav recover.
sation from the Great Northern Paper
Tuesday for a few weeks. On ber re
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Lord have beet
S'irauel
S. Heald was In town a fev
Co., with whom he has a position.
thi
home
for
will
to
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own
turn she
go
in Auburn the past week.
dav* last week calling on relatives.
of
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death
her
Since
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present.
James G. Gammon, who has been it
Roy Lord U able to return to bis wor!
Hon. P. G. Kinsman of Augusta, chair- ter, Mrs. II. K. Stearns, five years ago
the place during the winter, will ιοοη re again for C. G. Beckler.
bas
house
for
Mr
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Donham
man of the Executive Council, being
kept
Mrs. C. G. Beckler is gaining so sb
I turn to his farm.
seriously ill on account of a critical Stearns and cared for ber graodsoi
at 86 degree· οι sits up.
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surgical operi'iou,
Wright
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Kev. Allan A Stockdale of Boston wa>
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Roy Andrews has the chicken pox.
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i
with
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which
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store,
Shirley Haselton and Lute Andrew
the mouth turn up or down?" Iftbosi 11 much
with others are busy on the new achoc
pleased.
It is reported that in one Maine town who were fortunate enough to hear thi
M Mrs. Irene Walker, an aged lady, afte house.
where the selectman w>nt ou a hnnt for lecture protit by bis suggestions somi
on Mrs. Frank Ham, started t<
calling
Arthur D Bean made a trip to Au
brown-tail moths, they found but few, c mere that now turn down may turr 1
down stairs, and accidentally ft-1 burn Thursday, back Friday.
and "tried to hatch out cocoons, but up, to tbe advantage of tbe owner of th< go
down the whole flight, breaking he
It they had mouth. Mr. Stockdale addressed tlx
were unable to do so."
West Buckf ield.
I wrist. Dr. Fitch attended to it at once
tried to hatch out cocoons last July, student· at morning exercises Thursday
Ί
She Is doing well.
Mr. and Mrs. Titos. Bradbury hav
that
have
found
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would
cocoons
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they
Mrs. John Rand is critically ill witi returned from their visit to Norway.
Eviwould hatch out without help.
Herbert Phillips will carry on tb
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yet
dently somebody
I J L. Frink is so a· to be able to ait ui Bradbury farm this aeaaon.
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? a part of the time.
Κ. M. Cooper baa purchased a flv
of the grade school boys caught a re< 1
Mrs. Llnna A. Frink Allen, who ba passenger Fotd touring car of Perle;
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morn
14
3
spot weighing
pounds,
been at her old home all winter carlni Ripley.
The Republican State Committee, at a
ing of the 24tb. It waa Donald Wood •
Everett V. Pearson and Misa Georgia
father, was called to he
meeting held last week, passed a vote John M. Wcod's son. Bennie Tucke r for herInalck
Portland on account of th E. Warren were married Saturday even
home
declaring it Ό be the sentiment of the almost landed a large one, but loat it.
sickness of her brother, Ernest L. Frink ing. Mr. and Mrs. Pearson have man
committee that the representation in the
Agnes Billings is having a short vaca
frienda who wish them a long and happ;
Republican national convention should tion from ber work In Lewiston. She i
Peru.
life.
be baaed on the Republican vote in the
with her aunt, Mrs. Wood.
stopping
the
to
on
the
of
Born
wife
I.
C
12tb,
several states. This is one of the things
Ira Wood ha· gone to Farmiogton t< }
But Waterford.
that has been long in coming, waa has- do some work for hi· brother who live 1 Kidder, a daughter.
Will Meeerve haa moved to North Not
at
Ea«t
Pern on the IStb, to tbi
Born
will
last
and
events
of
the
tened by
year,
there.
wife of L. 0. Babb, a daughter. Mrs
way.
without much doubt be adopted before
J. E. Molntire la viaitlng In Maaaaohu
Lucia Walker is caring for her.
Stow.
the convention of 1916. Col. Frederick
j W. B. Kidder I· going to move in a setts.
H. Parkhurat of Bangor was cboeen
Warmer to-day. Glad to see it.
Η. B. Doughty baa hired bis nephew
Worthley Pond, getting ready to pee
chairman of the state committee.
Mis· Nellie Walker, who baa tjeei
on the Bnnker lot, on which he ha
Perley Doughty of Woat Pari·, for tb
visiting her home for a few week·, ha pulp
season.
bought tbe atnmpage.
Personal.
returned to her work in Portland.
Schools In town opened tbe 21at.
farmers have commenced work οι
Guy Croose and wife have gone to , theThe
land.
to
work
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for
Andrews
Klden
Cold
North Waterford.
At the rooms of the Barnard Club, one
Harry Bryant fell and bnrt his aid·
Mrs. O. R. Barrow· ia viaiting he
of the leading New York clubs for men
Will Flake is gaining, has been up am
while yarding logs the other day.
in Lovell, also other frienda.
daughter
and women, Saturday afternoon, April
dressed for several day·.
Mrs. I. A. Walker i· viaiting he Π
Mason.
Chandler Merrill has been doing ιοηι
26, Edwin Lowden Parris, now and for
Mra. Orin Osgood, Saat Frye
daughter,
of
the
the
club,
secretary
many years
J. A. McKenzie went to Romford la· paincing for Annie Haaelton.
was presented by the membeis with a burg.
Waterford Orange, No. 47Θ, will hold
*
School began in Diatrict No. 2, taugh
Tery fiue Tiffany, gold repeater watch
apecial meeting May 3d, for tbe pnrpoa
MUs Ella Gary of Bethel waa at 8. 0
She board
Mis· Bernice Heald.
by
The presentation speech
and ohain.
of initiating three oandidate· In th
G rover* s Sunday.
with Mr·. Frank Bickford.
was made in very felicitious words by
Marshall Hastings of Hastings was ii third and fourth degree·. Sweden an<
the Honorable Setb Lowe,
formerly
Suncook Granges are invited.
North Pari·.
town recently.
Mrs. W. B. Hague very kindly invite*
mayor of the city of New York. Mr.
J. A. McKenzie is working for F. L
understand that L. J. Trask, ▲. J
We
the W. R. C. to meet at ber borne a
Parria, although taken completely by
of Gllead.
Abbott and W. M. Whitten have eaol Ordway
in
surpris·, responded very happily
Myron Morrill ha· been helping D. W their last meeting, aa the repairing wa
ordered an automobile thia spring. Wltl
grateful appreciation of the beautiful those already in the place North Pari Coshing «hear hi· aheep with a machine not finiabed on their rooma. A pleaaan
gift.
Mrs. S. O. G rover visited her sister afternoon waa spent. After tbe meetita)
will be pretty well supplied with autoi
dainty refreshments were aenred. Mrs
Mr·. Cyru· Mills, recently.
John J. Nugent of Caratank is said to for a amall village.
was In towi
Hague furnished ioe cream with ho
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of
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Ν.
E.
,
the
taken
haa
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Tracy
be the tallest man in Main·. He la β
ayrup and bot ohooolate ayrup
maple
first of the week.
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Co.'a
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Direot
for
a
goods
Importing
feet 9 3 4 inches tall and comes from
and tbe eorpa member· brought tbi
Mill· is sick at this writing.
Cyrns
of
soaps
coffee·,
Ha
apiaea,
brother·.
I
teas,
consisting
remarkable family of tall
certainly all appreoiate lira
Harry Head I· Isylng hard wood floor cake. We
has seven of them, all more than six etc.
Hague'· kindness.
in the Parii ι for Donglaa Cuahing.
it
Morris
lumbermau
Tracy
working
ia
a
Mr. Nugent
by
feet
Horacj M Flake pasaed away April 16
Dr. Irring Simmons of Norway waa a
Manufacturing Company's mill at We·
He waa firat taken alok with bronchitis
occupation and is in the employ of an Paris
P. E. Bennett's reoently.
ho··.
and
at
the
of
boarding
woods
the
which turned Into pneumonia whlol
Augusta concern in
Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. Maeon ο
F. C. Kimball went to Buokfield Apri I
Caratunk region, and la said to perform
caused bli death.
West Bethel Tislted in town Sunday·
35.
work.
of
a tremendous amount

Also

Spring Lot,

the Conference.

Rrbekahs held their annual service at
the Congregational chiircb. The paator,
Rev. W. C. Curtis, preached the sermon,
and Rev. J. H. Little assisted in the service.

That comes ter rae, It's brlmmtn' full
Of heart-sweets an' affection.
My childhood all eomes back ag'ln,
Rut't alnt for but a mlnlt,
For 'fore the ldee's fully mine
My heart git* tangled In It,
An' life has slcb an* undertone
Of tears a-runnlng through It,
I nomctlmea think It* memories
'Bout all the peace's there's to It.
However, we're a allppln' on
An' all o' frogdom's chorus
Can't dim spring's golden crescent bent
Within the twilight o'er as."

Souvenirs

Building· In good condition; 1} atory
bouse, good barn, all connected, with
running water. 200 good apple treea,
cut· 20 tons of bay. Pi Ice $2500.

Business

pit at the Methodist church Sunday
^morning.
Sunday afternoon tbe Odd Peliowa and

An' thoughts to'rd summer ereepln',
they begin their lonesomeness,
Ter make a fe'ler sadder,
An' waken his adversity;
It alius brings a shadder
Ofgood night smacks an' truodlebeds,
what e'er tbe rlcollectlon

Farm of 80 acre·, 2 miles from Parla
Hill and δ miles from South Paris.

I. Appointment of Committee· and filling vacancies (if any) In the offices of

tables were «et aa daintily aa though
tbe feminine element had prepared
them. The food waa delicious, and the
waiters served in a moat attentive manner, and tbe whole affair waa a aucoess.
Rev. C. L. Baoghart occupied tbe pul-

When

Silver

Farm for Sale.

Rev. A. T. McWhorter, South Parts Price $500.
Apply to
Address of Welcome.
CORA Ε HARDY, on faim.
Bev. Β J. Bruce, Norway
Response by the President,
Address, South Paris, Me., R. K. D.
Prof. Ο. M. Clark, Bangor 1718

gave aome fine aelectiona.
Mr. and Mra. Ε. B. Whitney were in

"The winter scarcely gela thawed out
Afore tbe frogs Is peepln';
Life iust gets sort of reconciled,

Who Your Fact Ache
Corn·, Bnnlona. Sore or Calloaa Spots,
Blister·, New or Tight Fitting Shoe·, AlVn'·
Fot-Ease, the AntUeptic powder to be thaken
loto the ahoes, wl'l give Imitant relief. Sold
Don't accept any nibrtUute.
erery where, 28c
For FEE Ε «ample address, Allen 8. Olmsted,
16-1?
Le Boy, Ν. T.
from

Norway

horse team.

VERNAL EDWARDS.
17 tf

South Parii

LAMSON
HUBBARD
HATS

.

for all occasions
Fer «al· by
F. H. NOYES CO.,

(2 Stores)
South Paris,

Norwaj

PROBATE NOTICES.
To alt persons Interested In either of the estafa
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, at Paris, In vacation, I
and for the County of Oxford, on the twenty-thtr
day of April In the year of our Lord or
thousand nine hundred and thirteen. Tk
following matter having been presented for U
action thereupon hereinafter Indicated, Η I
hereby Obdebso:
That notloe thereof be given to all persons li
tereated by causing a copy of this order to t
Ushed three weeks successively In the O:
Democrat, a newspaper published at Soul
Paris, In aald County, (hat they may appear at
Probate Court to be held at aald Parle, on tl
Utlrd Tuesday of May, A. D. IBIS, at 9 c
thé dock la the forenoon, and be heard thereo
If they see cause.
Ctoarge PUeh late of Hiram, decease·!; lai
account presented for allowance by John f

anfyou

he one of

v

speroi/s

wr/own?

C"

Fitch, truitee under the wl'l of said decease
tor the benefit of Webster Pitch.

0«er|· Pitch late of Hiram, deceased; la<
aooount presented for allowance by John I
Pitch, trustee nnder the will of eatd dec ased fc
the benefit of Prvderl k W. Pitch.
ADDI8ON E. DERRICK, Juege of sel l Court.
Λ true
ALBERT D. PARK, Register
17.19

coppy—attest:

FOE SALE.
Jersey Bull two years old.
A. F. THURLOW,
South Paris, B.F. D. 1
nu

For Sale.
work horses.

pair
Weight 2800.

Good

W. J. WHBHLBB

rantto

The man

who has

a

bonk account feels self-

respect and confidence. There is a mysterious
thing called "Credit," which is based on faith.
You can establish this credit and this faith, that
people have in you, by having AIOXEY IX THIS
The banker, who is the friend and
BANK.

advisor of every business man in his community,
grows to believe in you when he sees you putting
money away for your future. If you have not
got a bank account start one JVOW.
Do YOUR

banking

We pay 2 per cent interest

with US.
on

check account.

Savings Department Connected with
BRANCH BANK AT BUCKFIELD, MAINE.

PARIS

TRUST
SOOTH

COMPANY,

PÂBI8. MAINE.

We Ifg iiisi received a Car Load m ise Truito
We still have

a

large lot of

Machinery.

Farm

Cement Blocks and Brick
For

Building Purposes.

A. W. WALKER &
SOUTH

PARIS,

CASTOR IA For lofaots and ChSdretu
Th KM 1m Un Um luckt

MAINE.

Bears the

T*

The Oxford Democrat
So 11th Farts, Maine,

SOUTH
»wat the

Aod bar

out

April

•

The hall of Hamlin Lodge, K.
being redecorated throughout.
j Dr. J.G. Littlefleld id building
the front of his
Street.

on

29, IQ13

h use

on

of
a

P.,

I·

piazza

Pleasant

'

Bu· Ball.
PA BIS H

8.

1;

HEBRON ACADEMY

fly.

the mo^uifc».

Panama cleaned.
\0,i have your

m S. P. Maxim's ne,
Street is about completed
block ,n I .ne
baa been tb< >
s
]_ piummer of Lovell
» daughter, Mrs. Fred B.
Wig
.il f h

pluwrin*

S Oavls, BJt
D. Brook·», 1-b
K<tw*rds, i b

Newton, c
L. Davie, c.f
Shaw, ri
W. Brooke. τΑ

Blgelow,

It

Bartlett, 3-b
Penfold, ρ

13

38

Totals

8

27

»

BRIDQTON ACADEMY.
B.

Α Β.

B.H. P.O. A.

3
1
0
13
S
Jackson, c
1
0
10
9
Dennlson, s.»
plies.
0
4
0
0
4
Smith,
ρ
After
If ail those who have collected old
abutting Hebron out for nine Fogg, 3-b
0100
4
1110
4
paper» for the Good Cheer will notify innings and being in turn shut out by Pitts, l.f
0
S
0
1
4
Mrs. George Abbott she will see to hav- them for the same length of time, Paris Haskell, l b
0
2
13
4
Sanderson, c.f
and
fit.
in
won
of
went
out
in
their
half
the
tbem
collected.
1
3
ing
10
4
2 b
Mills,
is
^
here
on
1
Maxwell
0
u M
Ei th
tenth inning. Edwards opened the In- Haseltlne, r.f
0
10
4
Mrs. A. L. Robinson and Miaa Doris
from ber teaching ii
"3
ning by hitting to Nsdeau and beating the
8
24
4
7
38
of
Portland
Totals
were
Culbert
at
J.
P.
101
guesta
throw to first. Capt. Newton followed
\Ieir»s*. Mai*.
Richardson's over Sunday, and spent the with a clean two base bit into left
Score by Innings.
(
is
field,
is
tb<
Richardson
M.
n
yfj i) r
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 »-Total.
\ day at Camp Owsley.
the best bit of the game, putting Pari·
a
Central Ma ne General Hospital
β 1 0 0 3 î 1 0 x-lS
runners on second and third with no one Parle H. S
Louise
Richards
Miss
of
is
Readâeld
treatment.
iuf
0 00400000—4
Brldgton Ac
Le· '' n
the gueet of her brother, B. F. Richards, out. L. Davis hit a ground ball to the
ν rton and two children, 0;
τ
Two-base hits, Newton, D. Brooks. PI Us. first
w,.
and sisters. She has been caring for her left of the pitcher on which Edwards atStruck
base on balls, off Penfold 0; off Smith 2.
s fl. »re with Mrs. L. C. Mor·
-,
sister, Miss Mattie, who has been ill with tempted to score and was called out at out, by Penfold 10; by Smith 13. Passed balls,
a few week».
the plate. Newton went to third on the Jackson 2. Umpire, Shaw. Scorer, C. Eaason.
: : a-»y of
the grippe, but is now convalescent.
play and L. Davia to second. Shaw
Clut
f the Friday Night
s
Next Saturday Paria will go to Lewia·
Mea
Anyone knowing tbe whereabouts of made the second out for Hebron on a
ten enjoyed a dance ii
Batea Seoond. Tbia
Jennie Eastman, formerly from either foul
to the catcher. Bigelow was ton for a game with
fiy
Army Uall Thursday evening.
Norway or Pari·, afterward· married to then the man of the hour and chopped a I· expected to be one of the hardest
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innings
Timothy
80,
April
drew a gang of four plow· turning up I Dean's Regulet· care constipation without nents aa Bridgton
to be there 67 yean
nor any weakening effect. Ask
Hotel Vendôme, April
In Boston,
at
B<
the soil, and an almost bewildering array griping, names, litem.
Mass.,
the
harm
done.
little
be
box.
will
However,
Κ cents per
for
N. Jones, aged about69year·.
27, Mr·.
of labor saving machine· and tool· wer« your drugglat
olean handling of the ball Is much better *i*?.OtU
Ber. J. H. Little, Mr.
In Be
to toe, Iron any cause
For aay pain, from top
look
"d Miss Stella M. Dnrkee,
displayed about the grounds. ▲ numto
Ralph
upon.
Eclectic OU. Pain cant stay
nomas'
Dr.
ber of photograph· were taken daring apply
I
Thai f»r4* '« season Pari· has been both of
wmts tt la used.
the day.

The

KVIDBKCE DEMOCRAT BEADKItS WII.I.
street care.
APPRECIATE.
The ladlee <#f the Uolversalist Society
will serve meals for those who attend
Doan'e Kidney Pilla have done splendid
the May convention of the Congregational Society.
work in this locality.
Have merited the uustinted praise
Jackson, the market man, bu a new
anto. It's a beauty, sorely.
tbey have received.
Here's evidence of their value that
Some work has been done on the
streets by way of smoothing them, bo',it none can donbt.
It's testimony from this locality twiceis understood, no work on the new street
will be performed this season. The cor- told and well confirmed.
Such endorsements are unique in tbe
poration assessors having In charge the
sewer, are hard at work on the prelimi- annals of medicine.
Shonld convince tbe most skeptioal
nary arrangements.
The assignee's sale of the Waite store Democrat reader.
week
the
first
of
the
Mr«. Joaepb A. Woods, Summer St.,
goods commenced
under direction of W. L. Gray.
Norway, Me., says: "I am thankful for
The buildings owned by H. D. Smith wbat Doan's Kidney Pills did'for me.
of the National Bank on the old Fore You can continu» publishing the stateStreet farm, being burned a few days ment I gave in tbeir praise some yeirn
ago, deprives the family of their summer ago. I bad been annoyed by backache
home.
and kidney trouble for a long time. I
The S. I. Millett heirs bave surveyed tried many remedies bat got no relief
the property corner Main and Parie until I began using Doan's Kidney Pills.
Streets, into house lots upon the north Two boxes helped me in every way. I
and south sides of a proposed street ex also with to say that Daan's Kidney
tending easterly from Main Street. Pills cured my little son of kidney
This will offer the public about twelve weakness and made bis health a great
lots on the several streets. The lota will deal better."
be sold at auction.
Price 50 cents.
For sale by all dealers.
John Woodman has under considera- Poster-Milbarn Co., Buffalo, New York,
tion the erection of a three story block sole
agents for the United States.
ou Cottage Street near the corner of
Remember the name—Doan's—and
Main, the first story to be a store, the take no other.
second a tenement and the third a ball.
Work has commenced on the removal
of the Parmenter store, opposite C. N.
Tubbe', on Main Street. The building
will be located on Qreenleaf Avenue
Hobbs' store. A cement
near Geo.
block will be erected on the store site by
no. 2. PARIS, ME. 100 acre· upland, devoted
Mr. Hobbs.
to orcharding and dairy; 1 mile to railway,
cuts
Dr. and Mrs. Harry P. Jones observed church and (reneral stores; 33 acres tillage,
300 grafted apple trees to Baldtheir marriage anniversary on Wednes- 40 tons No. 1 hay;
to
area
wins, average vlold :00 barrel*; large
set
jay evening. Over twenty of their Umber and wood, estimate 1,200 cords;tofine
same
water
;
Friends enjoyed a most bountiful dinner of buildings with running spring
such a place as you are looking for. Price $3,500
tod a social evening.
Send for photo.
S. C. Poster is at the Central Maine
Ko.22. SOUTH PARiS, ME. 5 acre village
Sonera! Hospital for treatment.
farm. *n a good state of cultivation and devoted
Misa Margaret Baker returned from
grape,
principally to small fruit: apple, pear,
1er Washington, D. C., trip Wednesday. raspberry and strawberry raising; cnts 8 tons
annual crops. Large
She enjoyed a most delightful vacation. No. 1 hay, besides other
house for 125 bens. House 1 1-2 stories,
Dr. G. P. Clifford of Houlton made ponltr;
seven
rooms, cellar, also spring water- New
lis Norway friends a short visit during stable, 30x25, tie-up an., general storage. Tnls
wantlDg light farming
;be week. He was formerly with Dr. H. place will appeal to one
an 1 to enjoy living near a prosperous village.
?. Jones until he opened dental rooms Price $1,800.
or himself in his present home.
No. 211. 50 acre farm only 2 1-2 miles from
C. E. Bradeen has moved from Water South Paris or Norway, upland, especially
Street to the Howe tenement, rear of the adapted to corn, small fruit, apple, plum and all
kindred fruits. Nice orchard to Baldwins—or>akery.
Cuts 25 tons No. 1
is dinary yield, 125 barrels. 4
of
Kershaw
Mass.,
Gardner,
2 yearlings,
Joseph
quality bar ; also included, cows, machine
and
farm wagon, horse rake, mowing
ilerking at Beat's Hotel.
Two
cream
separator.
all
farming implements;
Rev. Merrill C. Ward preached to the
house of seven rooms, situated on an elestory
)dd Fellows and Rebekahs Sunday. vation; two barns; nil bandy and In a good
Memorial Day he will deliver the ora- neighborhood. Don't let this pass. Price $2,000.
ion at Oxford village.
Send for Catalogue.
The editor of the Advertiser is bulldold
in
the
two
new
Pike Real Estate
grange
Dennis
The
chimneys
og
tuilding, shingling with metallic shinNORWAY, ME.
35-3
Tel.
gles and making other repairs.
It is onderstood that many of the
who
LADY BOOKKEEPER
merged with
'ytfaiao Sisters,
îouth Paris Temple, will soon withdraw Who can read proof, attend to local coltnd reorganize on the third Wednesday lections, aud assist in general office work,
d May.
can have permanent position with ut>.
Fraok Mann and family, after the We bave a pleasant office, up-to-date
rioter io Virginia, will make their Nor- equipment. Unless permanent position
way friends a short visit and theD take is wanted, do not apply. Give references
and wages wanted.
ip their abode io Lewlston.
Frank Moore and wife have taken the
The HERALD,
on CotBelfast, Maine.
ipper part of M. P. Stiles' place
17
will
age Street. Mr. and Mrs. Stiles
vacated
is
it
wheo
ake the lower part
>y Leon Kimball and wife.
James Himswortb on Monday in the
THE
iunicipal Court was sentenced to ten
and
lays in Paris jail for vagrancy. He was
Titus.
Sheriff
Deputy
rrestedby
John E. Williams of the Lackawanna
w,th
toal & Lumber Co., of Scranton, Pa., at
Grange Hall, Tuesday evening, gave a
tereopticon lecture on Coal and coal
dialog io Peonsyivania and West Virinia. This industry in all Its working*
pas clearly presented, with views of the
corks, to the audience. The making of
oke, etc., was carefully and clearly ilAND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
jstrated.
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laple Street painted.
Mrs. Agnes brown of Boston is with

sister, Carrie Tucker.
The music and art exhibition that wan
ο have beeD given on Friday, on account
if the sickness of the instructor was Iner

eflnitely postponed.
Frank Spinney of Lynn, Maus., was in
this week in the interest of the

hoe business.
η

P. H. McAllister il building
hia Whitman

a

house

Street lot near Mrs. ι
He has a very good Ιο-1

kgnes Eeliey's.
ation.
Ruth Smith was taken to the hospital
he first of the week for an operation for !
ppendicitis. She is the daughter of
I r. and Mrs. Lee M. Smith of this vil-1
age.
Vena Nelson entertained her mother,
ire. G. J. Nelson of China, Maine, the I
iast week.
[
Between fi-ty and sixty horses were
I
their
at
old by H. F. <& Ε. E. Andrews
eoent sale.
William Morse and wife have moved
rom the Howe tenement to their new
cottage on Pike Hill. The cottage is
nost delightfully situated on the Piko
3 «11 road.
S. W. Conrad, for some time proprieor of Beat's Hotel, has bought a home
tt Huntsport, N. S.
H. W. Brown is grading his lawn at I
he Falls. Landscape gardener Wm.
tolton has charge of the work.
A. E. Morrison and wife of Bangor I
of Mrs. Morrison's
fere the guests
notber, Mrs. Freeland Howe, Sunday.
H. H. Hosmer bas gone to Brown'*
act at
ïamp in Lovell, where be will

juide.

C. B. Cummings & Sons have comnenced their season's sawing at the
a
largo
ipper mill. The firm has
imount of pine, hemlock and hard wood
Imber to n«.
The traverse jnrors for the May term
it Rumford are Eagene 0. French and

Β. Upton.
Mrs. Lester Cowan of Rumford Is tho
;uest of her mother, Mrs. B. F. Brad) 1 iη

others are strictly tailored. Considering the qualities and styles it w<>uld be hai
to find suite to match these.

LADIES' and MISSES' COATS

Cepyrifht Hart, Schmffacr It War*

VOU may as well have
clothes that will keep
their shape wherever
wou wear them ; if you

Our aim was this when we started this season, to get together the best lino we
bave ever had. Our efforts have been rewarded by the productions of many smart
Our sales on these garments havo been
to suit the modest purse.
at

styles prices
unusually large this spring, still there i« a good assortment to select from.
$7.50, $8 00, $9.00, $10 00, $11.00, $12.50, $13 50, $15 00, $10 50. $18 00, $22 00.

Hart Schaffner& Marx

not bother to make Children's Dresses
clothes that's the kind You will
you'll get. They're here; affer seeing our Spring Line.
all-wool weaves, tailor- Dresses 2 to 5 years Dresses β to 14 years
DRESSED, 09c,
striped
ed-to-fit, and the smart- DRESSES 59c,
colored

est

style

Look at
if you

in the world. I material, neatly

suits at $20 ;
want to, look at
our

and lower.

others, higher

H» B. FOSTER,
Maine. I

Norway,

This store is the home of
Hart Schaflner & Marx clothes

REAL ESTATE

FOR SALE

Sever·! other styles,
seersucker.

DRESSES, 09c, made

91

Main

St.,

piles
Itching, bleeding, protruding or blind soon
Doan's Oli tment. Chronic case*
It.
all
sell
cured.
Druggists
«lleved, Anally
'leld to

Time to Take Ice !
All ready to begin delivery

leaired.
I7tf

on

W. W. RIPLEY,

The South Pari· Ice Man.

When selecting yeur Cap

LAMSON
HUBBARD
AND

F. H. NOTES CO.,
(2 Stores)
Norway.
South Parie,

FOR SALE.

assort d

cuffs with

white,

Found.

plain material,

A bicycle upon my lawn. Owner can
have aame by proving property and paying for advertisement.
J. J. EMELEY.

with

piping

id

very neat.

DRESSES, $1 25, made of gingham?,
dors, square neck and short

assorted c

sleevcc, trimmed around neck and don η
front in fancy shape witli plain gingham
of etriped gingham, has low neck and with pearl buttons, piping·* and hamburg,
short sleeves, trimmed around ncck an·I cuffs and armscye with piping··. Many
for $1 '2'i, 51 ·"»(), 51 7j.
one side with plain material and piping. other style*
DRESSES, 98c, many style1·,

one

mad<

AND

Terms Reasonable

Inquire

^tULEY

of

FREDERICK A. TAYLOR,

SYS TEH

SIX

STOflEJL

Brickfield, Maine.

1619

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Call at the Greenhouse, Porter Street, for

Cut Flowers and Plants
I have

E. P.

a

fine lot of

CINERARIAS

CROCKETT, Florist,

....

in bloom

now.

South Paris.

Norway, Main·.

The Easiest

High grade and
Economical

$1.60,-1.90,-2.26

per

SOLD ONLY BY

Shoe Fôr

square)

Women

S. P. Maxim & Son
Maine. I

South Parie,

At The T. G.

SPRING MILLINERY

LARY Store
SucceHnor to J. F. IMummer.

extra

Per Pair $2.50 to

Boston

Favorite.

$3.50.

G. F. Eastman, Mgr.,
31 Market

Soutli Paris.

Square,

Makes Hard Work Easy!

$2.50

(-leaning and polishing hardwood floors is hard, hack-breaking
work. An almost never ending task and seldom satisfactory the old way.
But it is easy, quick and satisfactory the new way—using the O-Cedar
what it now takes
Polish Mop. With it you can spend a few minutes duing
I'oliab Map o»· r (be Ho«r anJ e.ery particle of
you alBuM ball a day. Yuti limply pua (be O-CcJar
durable.
Uitint
bard,
puliib aud fiaiib.
a
held.
door
II
TLe
(irca
dun *ixl dirt u taken up tad

DUSTING,

good values for the

price.

W. O.

of the

The Its comfort is not due to any shape or style,
models include this season's most fashionable lasts—correct
everywhere. High-grade materials and expert workmanship combine to make this shoe faultless.

Men's Kang. cf. Creed. $2.25
are

say

permits

All Solid, Soft and Comfortable $3.50

Men's Tan Elk Blucher

wearers

tive feet.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

Men's Russet Viscol Bals,

what

Thousands of women I ave found that this shoe gives
instant relit Γ from tired, aching feet.
In the picture above th^'index finger is pointing to the
comfortable ptrt "f a woman's shoe— the flexible welted
All Boston Favorite Shoes are made with the
sole.
"Flexible Welted Sole" which conforms to the shape of
free blood circulation and protects sensithe foot,

FANCY GOODS

b alto uK<i lor (be duitinr and cleaninf of (be (op· of bitb furniture, between
tbc banixer· of tl.e itairi and Is »o made (bat you can frt (o ibe lu corner
under tbe bnl. Uneaili (be radiator and other bard-to-ret-at placet.
It cutl bouae work in balf.
Don't put up «itb tbe old-fatbloned
bard way when you can (et an O-Cedar
Poliib Mop lor only 11.50.

Frothingham,
Maine.

South Paris,

Satisfaction Guaranteed
or

Solid Shoes for Boys!
Our line of shoes for

LITTLE

boys

an O-l'edar P< lith Mop
iwo days at »ur rilk.
Tett it every way for two
days an) if you are not
deiirfflted Willi it we will
promptly return your
money.

RIPPER
All aizes 11 to 2,

E. N. 8WETT SHOE CO.,

Opera House Block,

Money Refunded

Try
fur

called the

One and one-half atory house fitted for
A large barn adjoining Will stand the bard knock·, and they fit good and look good.
two tenements.
and over two acre· of land. There are cost 11.75. 2 1-2 to 5 12, oo«t 12.00, aod they are worth it.
sight finished and two large open Arooms.
good
Situated near Hlcka Crossing.
plaoe for the right man. Inquire of
LAFAYETTE F. DOW,
at leiaare from fonr P. M. to eight P. M.
I7tf

DU ESS ES, 9Sc, several style*, one
made of linen Color, some are trimmed
with blue biaH tape, others with red

Small Single House
in Buckfield Village

Roofing

The above
any day I

per-

es-

and

A Double Tenement House

Working Shoes

lealtta.

striped

calloped finish braid, collar, cuffs
belt of plain material with piping.

IN BUCKFIELD.

piESUSnC

BOWKER BLOCK,

Β unlock

of

per-

around neck, down the front and on
colors, trimmed around sleeves, piping* at armscye)(and waist,
neck and down front, around waist and low neck with hamburg trimming,

cale,

MBS. L. C. SMILEY,

Dyspepsia 1· Am-rlca's curse.
Mood Bitter· conquers dyspepsia every time,
t drives out Impurities, tones the stomach, retores perfcct digestion, normal weight and good

of

made

tome

cale, ban yoke jf plain percale with

James N. Favor, ZZiïlZnT"'

Capt. Nash and Fred Harriman capured two salmon at Big Kezar Wednett·
lay. The one weighed 8 pounds and
be other 4 pounds.

Howard Co.

trimmed with braid and

biaa material in front, piping at waist.

»ury.

I
!

made οi

made of linen

50

Single plushes in many patterns $1.75 and $2.00, heavy double
plain plusb $2 25, 93.00, and an extra large doable plush with a rubber
interliuing for $5.00. Fancy double plash robes |3 50 to $9.50. Guaranteed wool robes §1 50, $2.00, 92.75, $3.00 and $3.50.

I

PAINS IN THE STOMACH.

Coats

CHILDREN'S DRESSES

buy

That's

If you continually complain of pains
η the stomach, your liver or your kidlead
leya are out of order. Neglect may
ο dropsy, kidney trouble, diabetes or
Thousands recom·
^right's disease.
nend Electric Bitters as the very best
itomacb and kidney medicine made. H.
Γ. Alston, of Raleigb, N. C., who sufferid with pain in the stomach and'back,
vrites: "My kidneys were deranged and
I suffered
ny liver did not work right.
nuch, bnt Electric Bitters was recnmnended and I improved from the first
lose. I now feel like a new man." It
will improve you, too. Only 50c. and
II 00. Recommended by the Chae. H.

you an

SUITS, |18 00, $20.00,$25.00, of Bedford cord, Eponge, Diagonals, Serges and
of style», hardly any tv
fancy mixtures in the leading shades, in a wide range
alike,«one are neatly trimmed with Bulgarian silk, fancy braids and buttuc

My New Spring Line.

Gall and See

give

few to

ornament· and braid buttons.

PLUSH AND WOOL LAP ROBES

own

a

SUITS, $ 15.00, several styles, one style made of doe quality serge. Has collar
of striped ratine, satin piping and pearl button», back trimmed with braid, pearl

JSSk.

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OR MONEY REFUNDED.

ο iooiuvuvv

We have mentioned
idea of the good valued.

SUITS, $12.50, diagonal worsted, iu navy only, bas collar and cuff* of satin
with fancy stitching, revere trimmed with braid and pearl button*, back of coat
trimmed with braid and button*, satin lined.

Dr. King's
New Discovery

JLil IVUûûlttUU

being

any two alike, and

I moderately priced, are attracting a great deal
of attention from women of refined taste.

LUNGS

FOR Colds'8

department

our

over

season the
I This
are large, hardly

KILLthe couch
CURE

Coat you

a

splendid assortment.
variety of styles and colorings

and looking

SALE

FOR

μ'ηοΓι'οΛ,·^

β

If you have in mind a Suit or
be well paid by visiting this
will
I

ESTATE

REAL

A,'·

—

Ladies' Suits and Coats

Open

Β. B.H. P.O. A.
0
2
0
3
0
9
1
S
13
3
2
1
1
10
2
0
10
3
0
112
0
110
0
S
0
0
1
10
0
5
0
1
0

l.
5
S
5
3
3
8
1
4
4
4

▲ Confirmed Statement

NORWAY.

ont of th· I

PARIS H. 8.

0.

At last, the worm baa turned. Paria
$ch">it baa won » victory over HeThe high school student· had a so- Bigli
bron Academy in base ball. They have
ciable at the high school building Thurapinned a defeat on their championship
day evening.
aspiration· for the aeaaon of 1913, and at
Mies Mary Owinal of Mechanic Fall» the aame time made a good job of it by
bas been the guest of Mrs. Sarah Clark, applying a coat of whitewash. It took
Paria ten inning· of the hardeat kind of
and ia now viaiting at B. F. Richards'.
base ball to do the trick, bnt tbey accomThe date of the "Village Poat Office"
plished it, playing on Hebron'· grounds,
which will be given under the auspice· before a Hebron
crowd and against a
<>f the Congregational ladies, will be Hebron
umpire, with all that that ImMay 9th.

PARIS.

«cored on Id only two tnnlnga
twenty-eight played.

Telephone 38-2.

Ν.

-φ* FOR

Dayton

SALE

Norway, Maine. 35 MARKET SdUARE,

BY

φ

Bolster Co.
SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Thone, 19-21.

THE UNO OF
PUZZLEDOM.

Parity uà Emm·y
"

STOTT'S DIAMOND
FLOUR

oounof· Oxford

trailing arbutus,

LH· with Variation*.
To a lug· part of mankind bread Is
still the staff of life, and If tbej pray for
their dally bread tbey mean It literally.

The Staff of

Detroit,

Nature's Own Wrapping Keeps
Tobacco Best

get

plug.
tobacco,

original

pipeful,

The main point, however, ii that arbutus will thrive only in a very acid soil,
and what thia signifies will be understood when it ia explained that freah oak
leavea are juat about one-tbird aa acid aa
lemon juice. The leaves one abould use

always
cool

slowly,

for the purpose, however, as already
atated, are half rotted—far enough de-

cayed, that la to aay, to abow scraps of
leaf atuff, and not ao far gone in decomposition aa to be merely so much

"package"

black, loamy material.
Attempta to tranaplaut wild
planta to gardena have rarely,

been successful.
aeeda baa proved

apparently.

arbutua
if ever,
To grow them from

a hopeless impossibility
Nevertheless, two yeara

aeeda
ago, Mr. Coville got aome arbutus
from New Hampshire, planted them in
depota of the curioua mixture already
scribed, and bad the satisfaction of seeing them promptly germinate. In the
following lummer the planta Ailed fivecrystal flake.
bread.
inch pota to the point of crowding. They
use
do
when
must
a
yot
with
II That which you all
Mix well with a knife, cover
winter,
were left outaide during the
learn a task or song.
warm
clean cloth, place in a moderately
were brought into a cool greenhouae in
10l The tale a sailor tells on shore when
draft*.
out
of
Maroh and a few daya later were In full
place, about 75 degrees F.,
winter nights are long.
Leave till tbe batter is covered with flower.
Xf you thee* words correctly spell
of
five
in
flour,
bubbles. Work
cupfuls
Not only that, but the exquisite pinkInitials tlien my name will telL
cutting and beating it with a knife, turn ish blossoms were of unusual size, the
And If you find this hard to do
floured
board,
a
it out on to
baking
Consult me. and I'll sure help you.
largest being seven-eighths of an loch In
knead it rapidly and firmly for fifteen diameter. They bad all the fragrance
minutée, adding three tablespoonfuls of of the wild arbutua flowers, and the
No. 2118.—Rebus Puzzle.
lard during tbe kneading. Butter the foliage waa remarkably free from injury
bowl, lay the dough in it, brush it ovei by inaecta or fungus dlieaae. At the
with melted butter, cover onoe more and present time, Mr. Cuville la watching the
allow to rise in a warm place until It ba« development In pota of a large number
of arbutus plants, which (as even the
expanded to twice its original size.
Turn out on to the baking board, writer, inexpert in such matters, was
the
cut
tben
knead for five minutes,
able to see) exhibit every symptom of
dough into two pieces. Make into neat health and vigor.
warmed
in
tbem
slightly
loaves, place
BLOSSOMING OF MAYFLOWEB.
fill the
pans, allow to rise once more and
Some of the arbutus plants, which
tins. Brush over with milk. Bske in ι
hot oven till ready. To tell if tbe bread were kept in the greenhouse all winter,
is cooked through, knock it sharplj flowered sparingly, but afforded an
is
and
underneath with your knuokles; if H interesting opportunity for the atudy of
gives out a hollow sound it is done, their fruit. Tou see, the arbutus bas a
When baked, lay tbe loaf on its side tc fruit, which is berry-like and good to
eat.
While atill green, it splits into five
let tbe steam escape.
which spread backward into a
valvea,
BREAD.
OATMEAL
rosette, exposing the white,
five-pointed
with
Two cupfuls of fine oatmeal, two cup fleshy and succulent
Interior,
ο
fuis of boiling water, two cupfuls
minute brown seeda scattered over the
bread sponge, one heaping tablespoonfu surffco. The fleshy (edible) part, which
Used 102 Years lor Internal and External n»r
of butter, half a cupful of molasses, on· looks like an unripe strawberry, Is about
Are you
to relieve sudden cramps and pains
cupful of seeded raisins, and half a cup one-fourth of an inch in diameter.
ful of finely chopped nut meats. MiJ
that may come any time?
It is believed by botaoists that the
1
on baking board with enough flour t(
arbutue waa originally a subarctic plant.
Johnson's
Liniment responds
make thick enough to knead. Let rise 1 Moat of us have read how plants in
in
make into loaves, put into greased breac Alaska and other aubarctic regions
coughs, colds, bowel
foi hasten into bloom when the belated
Parsoas'
pane, allow to rise again, and bake
troubles, burns, cuts,
etc.
eiues.
tux foreign
one hour in a moderate oven.
Pills
spring arrives (the very perpetuation of
25c and SOc everywhere
their existence depending upon the proBRAN BBEAD.
No. 2119.—Charade.
duction of ripe seeds in the briefest
I. S. JOBNSO\ & CO.
ο
Mass.
fonr
with
a
Make
pounds
dough
Take half of the needle
The liver
possible time,) in order that they may
threi
clean
of
one
bran,
I
pound
flour,
By which sailors steer
take advantage of the short summer oi
two
of
tablespoon*
the
I
lard,
water,
through
Xhulr ship
tablespoonful·
those latitudes. The early blossoming
Be It cloudy or clear.
lof sugar, one yeast cake, one teaspoonfo I habit of the Mayflower seems to bark
Do not really break it—
lof aalt, and three pint· of lukewarn ! back to a
period when—not more, perThis of all things were worsfrI water. Thia dough will be moderately
haps, than 10,000 years ago—glaciers
But In your mind take It,
Allow to rise for two hours, thei
laoft
were apread over all the eastern part oi
And this makes my first
I knead well, allow to rlae for half ai what is now the United Slates, as fat
knead
then
I hour and
again.
At Thanksgiving or Christmas
south as Philadelphia and St. Louis.—
in well-greased bread pans, allow
My second you see.
Rene Baclie in Philadelphia Ledger.
With cwe well compounded.
I to rise to the top of the pans, and bak< (
From grain, shrub and tree.
I In a hot oven till ready.
Sequel Ιο Demand.
My whole like some people
BICE MUFFINS.
The college professor who says thai
Who make great preteoaa
Of words have a plenty.
I One cupfal of boiled rice, three eggs children are merely little imitator· and
But no great stock of sense.
lone cnpful of flour, one capful of coru possess no imagination should become
I meal, one level teaapoonful of aalt, foui acquainted with our little friends,
No. 2120.—Prefix Puzzle.
I heaping tableapoonfnla of augar, ont Charles and John. One day John, aged
A letter placed œfore a drink
I tablespoonful of melted butter, one an< I three, came running to hia mother in
Will make a storm before you think. la quarter cupfula of lukewarm milk deep distress. Upon inquiry, the mothbeware
If placed before a crowd
of hia leara.
I three teaspoonfuia of baking powder er learned the c»u»e
Lest you should at a specter stare.
"Charlea
"Muvver," wailed John.
land half a teaapoonful of vanilla extract
Put in place before a boy
I
anc
I
a
of
hot
milk
drew
got drowned, and he
! Scald the meal with the
picture
Twill make him bubble o'er with joy.
he
of
ι
Thei
draw
a
minâtes.
wouldn't
help me
I allow to stand for eight
picture
Before a common peel or skin
I add the boiled rice, flour, baking powder out!"
Twill pulverize what is within.
I salt and sugar which baa been aifte<
The same before a weapon place—
A Political Bom.
I three time». Add the well beaten eggs
A fleeting look is all you trace.
A young lady reporter on a country
Place it before a class of men
I the butter, and the vanilla extract. Di
And mercy, pardon, you obtain.
I vide into buttered and floured gem 01 paper waa aent out to interview leading
Give it place before a kin
I muffin pana and bake in a hot oven foi citizena as to their politic*.
thin.
is
lean
and
what
And
appears
"May I ■ee the gentleman of the
I half an hour.
Before per cent—now, this is trueboute?" she asked of a large woman
SCOTCH SCONES.
Tour fireplace, will show it you.
!
who opened the door at one residence.
M.x together four cupfula of flour, oui |
"No, you can't," answered the woman,
I teaapoonful of salt, and two teaapoonful)
No. 2121*—Words Within Words.
decisively.
til
beat
two
egga
L A part of the head within whis- lof baking powder;
"But I want to know what party he
and mix them with half a cupfu
kers. 2. Ad indefinite artlsle within I light
belongs to," pleaded the girl.
cream or new milk, and atlr thia Ink
lof
"Well, take a good look at me," abe
more than one. 3. To turn over within
I the flour, making a stiff dough. Turi
said, aternly. "I'm the party be be
The person bringing the largest number of this ENTIRE • ear.
I this dough out on to a floured board
longs to."
cut from the Oxford
I roll It out three-quarters of an inct
to
No. 2122.—Riddle,
I thick, stamp It out In small ronods
Shifting Responsibility.
An animal 1. and I sing by night;
I prick the top with a fork, and bake in «
A town character who had been in
A part of an animal, too;
I hot oven.
trouble with the police many times was
Fm metal, too, and I'm polished bright
BAKED BBOWN BREAD.
arrested recently on a minor criminal
p. m.
By the trains that go gliding through
two
of
sour
I'm made of silk, and I fasten tight
I One pint
milk,»
teaspoon charge. The arresting officer was amas
will receive a No. 8-20, King Kineo Range, valued at
A garment of aay hue
I fuis of baking soda, half a teaspoonful ed when the fellow appeared in police
FREE. Ask your friends to begin to save this advertisement
lof salt, four cupfuls of graham flour, court with a lawyer, prepared to make a
for you.
lone and one-half cupfuls of white flour, defense. Finally his case waa called
Kay to Puzzledom.
lone and one-third cupfuls of molasses and the judge asked:
Να 2107.—Primal Acrostic: Rollei
aod one cnpful of sultana raisins.
"Prisoner, are you goilty or not
Ikating. Crojswords: Rat oat, lip, let
Dissolve the soda in the milk, add the guiltyP"
eat, rub, sow, keg, ate. try, ire. nay. guy salt, molasses, fl jurs, and raisins. Mis
"Let my lawyer plead not guilty (a r
No. 2108.—Riddles: 1. Iceboat sail and pour into a buttered and papered
me, judge," waa the reply. "I ain't got
until
U
it
Bake
tin.
very alowly
the nerve."
boat gunboat gravyboat lifeboat, baking
rowboat, pilotboat canal boat towboat ready.
2. Butter, 8. Time.
"Don't you think it would be a good
STEAMED BBOWN BREAD
each a
limited to
No. 2100.
Missing Words Puzzle
at 9:30 Δ. M..
One cupful of aour milk, one cupful thing If our legislatora were
better loaf
Ladies, sailed, ideals, ideals, ladies of aweet milk, oue cupful of aultana one term?"
where
the term
"It would depend on
have evermade
•ailed.
at the I ate residence of John H. June*,
raisins, one cupful of molasses, one cupwaa to be served."
at Welch ville, Oxford
corn meal, 00» cupful of graham
County, will
Names:
ful
of
Hidden
Girls'
No.
211Λ
if
be tuld at Public Auction the real
Ada. Ida, Clara. Emma. Leah, Ella. flour, half a cupful of white flour, half a
eatate, consilium; of large two-atory
you will
teaspoonful of salt, and two teaspoonfuls RECOMMENDED FOR A GOOD REAHelen. Rertha. Eva, Amanda.
of baking sodn.
house, ell and stable, with «everal acres
SON.
No. 2111.-Pictured Word: Tractable.
of land; also a lot iif household goods
Mix one teaspoonful of the soda with
No. 2112.
Charade: Child, hood-·
C. H. Qrant, 220 Waverly St., Teoria,
liam
and household utensils, as well an farmthe molasses and the other toaspoonful
and congested
rbildhood.
with the milk. Clean the raiaios and III., says: "Baokaohe
ing tools, carriages. etc
when you
N«». 2113.
Zigzag l*uzzle: Million mix them with the flours, add the corn kidneys made me suffer Intense pains.
JAMES S. WE1QHT, Admr.
16-17
and floating speck*
order flour.
Crosswords: Mine. link, halt, jail, toil, meal, aalt, and the molaasea and milk Waa always tired
me.
Took Foley Kidney Pills
Mix and pour Into a buttered tin aod bothered
iu>se. note.
Λ «TICK.
Just as good for
and
saw
big improvement after third
in the
ateam for four hours. Finish
The subscriber hereby give· notice that he
cake and biscuits and
day. I kepi on until entirely freed of
No matter how long you suffered, or oven.
has been duly appointed administrator of tlie
all trouble and suffering. That's why I
estate of
what other remedies have failed to cure,
pastry and all the rest
VIBGINIA WAFFLES.
CYRUS BitlUUS, late of Buvkdeld,
recommend Foley Kidney Pills. They
Poley Kidney Pills will «urely help you.
of the good things
Ir the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
three table- cured roe." A. K. Shurtleff Co., South
Two cupful· of flour,
are genuinely tonic, strengthening
All persons having
They
bund· as the law directe.
eat
to
that
of
three
beaten
good
eggs
sogar,
Paris; S. E. Newell <k Co., Paris.
and curative, build up the kidneys and spoonfuls
demande axalnst the estate of said deceased
a half cupfuls of
for settle
are deal red to present the name
flour makes.
restore their regular action.
John Vel- I separately, one and
one
ment, and all Indebted thereto are repeated to
a
of
corn
half
meal,
cupful
bert, Poster, Calif., says: "I suffered milk,
Father—'That young man of your· baa
make «avaient Immediate I ν
All extra nutriof salt, one tableROLAND BRltiUS.
than I gave blm credit for.
April 15th, 1913.
many years with kidney trouble and heaping teaapoonful
three
tea- more braina
of
melted
10-18
tions, too, bebutter,
could never get relief until I tried Poley ■poonful
papa, you don't really
Daughter—Ob,
and
one
of
cause William
baking powder,
spoonfuls
Organised iSa»
Kidney Pilla which effected a complete and
mean It?
of
water.
half
a
boiling
cupfuls
cure." A. K. Shurtleff Co., South Parla;
Tell is milled by ι
Annual statement of the
Father—Yes; instead of coming to see
Cook the meal in the boiling water for
S. Ε. Newell Λ Co., Paris.
onr special process
me be called me up on the telephone.
Then
half
an
hour,
occasionally.
atlrring
Co.
Insurance
Fire
Vernont Mutual
from Ohio Red Winter
M«ud—Wbat In the world made you •ad the milk, sugar, the flour, baking
o! Montpeller. Vermont
Wheat—the richest
powder aod salt sifted together thor- HEED THE COUGH THAT HANGS
bny more postage stamps?
for the year ending l>ecen>ber 31,1912.
the yolks of the eggs
ON.
I
Into
and
went
the
finest
Erbel—Why,
drug ooRbly, «tir Ιο
grov
« U0.194.ks1 00
Insurance In force Jaa. 1.1913.
store to get some face powder, and who beaten until thick, the melted butter,
The seeds of consumption may be the
30,722 «88 00
W rttten la 1912
»nd the stiffly beaten whites of the eggs
should be there but Jack.
cause, and a cough that bangs on weak$123,917,369 00
Fry on a hot well greased waffle iron. ens the system. Foley's Honey and Tar
A CARD.
folices terminated during the y :ar, 27,679,783 00
Serve with golden syrup.
Compound checks the cougb, heals the
This is to certify that all druggists are
Insurance In force Dec. 31,1912,· !*«,237,S06 00
luflamed membranes and atrengtbena the
SOUTHERN BEATEN BISCUITS.
authorised to refund your money if
ASSETS. DBC. 31,1912.
One and a half pound· of sifted flour, lungs. E. D. Rountree, Stilimore, Ga.,
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound falls
left me adeepaeated,
· MH6.H77 00 [
two heaping tablespoonfula of lard, two says: "La grippe
Deposit notes,
to
cure your cough or oold.
BerJohn
00
frt.OOO
Real Relate
of salt, and cold water. hacking, nalofnl cough whioh Foley's
states: "I used Foley's
31,091 28
nett
Wis.,
Tell,
Cash deposited In Bank.
PROBATE NOTICE·.
Honey and Tar completely enred." A.
200 00:
Cash In οfflce
Honey and Tar Compound for five years, Stir the flour and salt into a basin, rub E. Shurtleff Co., South Paris; S. E.
192.3!<2 « l*o all person· Interested In either of the estate· |
Bill» receivable
snd it always gives the beat of satisfac- the lard in very finely, first catting It np
hereinafter named :
00
10,200
Newell
Λ Co., Paris.
Bonds,
Next add enough oold
At a Probate Court, bel·! at Fart·, In an<l for tion and always cure· a cough or cold." In small pleoea.
602 30
Commission due,
a very «tiff
le Cou at ν of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of Refuse substitutes.
mix
the
Into
floor
water
to
A. B. Shurtleff Co.,
$ 8,971,403 44 tprll, In the vear o? oar Lord one thousand nine South
Total aiiete Dec. 31. 1912
doogb. Knead thia Clara—My only hope Is that she and
Paris; S. B. Newell à Co., Pari·. but not crumblyIt feelaamooth
iundr*l and thirteen.
The following matter
and «oft I will never meet again, either here or
thoroughly nntil
LIABILITIES.
laving been presented for the action thereupon
«relu»fier Indicated, It 1· hereby Oiciud:
It used to be that father would buy Torn the dough on to a clean floured hereafter.
30. 407 M
$
Re-Insurance rvserve
all peraona to- ten cents' worth of
That
notice
thereof
be
to
given
<A>
with
a
8,107
and
Mand—Wouldn't you associate with
the
keroeene and
Losses adjusted, not yet due
heavy rolling
baking board,
16,819 30 < erested, by causing a copy of this order to bel
Losses reported,
oyer her if you met ber iu beavenP
ubllsbed three week» successively In the Ox- grocer would stick a potato on the spout pio, beat it well, taroiog the dims
3411
12.029
aad
Commission
brokerage
it from spilling. and over again nntil It begin· to blister
Clara (paaalonately)—Never. I'd die
9,299 00. | ord Democrat, a newspaper published at South of the can to
Taxes estimate»!.
'art·. In said County, that they may appear at a
Nowadays the gas bill la never under 95 and look light and poffy. When ready, first.
to
be
held
Bumford
on
the
'rebate
Court
at
38
96.4J2
f
snd potatoes are worth two cents each. poll off pieces, shape them Into roand
9.874.SM) 8β | < rcond Tuesday of May, A. D. 1911, at 9 of the
Assets to protect policy holders,
biscuit·. Prick over with a fork, and
I « lock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If
Rheumatism as a result of kldnsj
It la the cat and the dog that go where bake in a moderate oven for half an
I
see
cause.
• ."<,971,403 44 hey
trouble, stiff and aohing joints, baokacbe
not
wanted.
are
hour. They ahonld be browned outside, and sore
Ctoorg· r. Evaat late of Newton Center,· they
SUMMARY FOR THE TEAR 1912.
kidney· will all yield to the us·
fassachuaetta, deoeaaed; copy of will and
Md very white Inside.
$ 8,874,9») 86 etltlon
Total assets, Jaa. 1.191S,
I of Foley Kidney Pills. They are tonic
is no oaae on reoord of a cough,
There
for probate thereof presented by Caro-1
M«t surplus, not Including deposit
ne Κ. Kvans, executrix.
in action, qoick In result·, curative al·
sold or la grippe developing into bron208,103 86
notes,
To wash velveteen, make a lather of waya. W. S. Skelton, Stanley, Ind.,
3S3.365 21
or consumption after
Losses pakl la 1912,
lDDISON κ HEBB1CK, Judge of said Court.
shltis,
pneumonia
Soak the vel- says: "I would not take 1100 for the rewarm water.
3.649,278 88
Losses paid slace organisation
A true copy—Attest :
Foley's Hooey and Tar Compound has aoap and
«71,947 93
*
tialn la assets la 1912,
A L.BBBT D. PARK. Beglater.
MS
been taken. The genuine is In a jellow veteen in it, •qutexlng bat not robbing. lief from kidney trouble I reoeived from
Rinae with plenty of dear water. Re- one single box of Foley Kidney Pill·." |
F. H. * C.C. PLVMMER
B.
▲.
substitute·.
Refuse
package.
(Jeneral Agents for M sloe
ont to A. E. shurtleff Co., 8outh Parla; 8. X.
Shurtleff Co., South Parla; S. B. Newell move the velveteen and bang It
nM Street.
Portland Maine.
121 Exchange
without wringing It at all.
Newell Λ Co., Pari·.
dry
ft
Parte.
j
Co.,
1230
New England Telephone,
itotethe wii0 iwi 1·—>rt—(ji

Economical,

3 Ounces

Slice it

10c

you

it

COME TO THE GREENHOUSE SOUTH PARIS

η

It

GOOD

CRISP.

JOHNSON'S »ϋ LINIMENT

_R

45 ΓΝ

prepared

quickly

Anodyne
relieving

chaps,

Help

Boston.

Free !

Free !

I
I

Free !

A KING KINEO RANGE

I

After Years of Illness.

"Mayflower"—ear-

ABBCTUS NEEDS ACID.

package—tin, bag,

keep

or

harbinger of the vernal aeaaon,
wboM dainty pinkish bloaaoma Ρ«·Ρ
forth courageously beneath the very
It la, alaa, becoming aoaroe In
anow.
the neighborhood of oar eeatern oltlea,
where formerly U waa plentiful.
But, moat fortunately, a meana baa
the
been newly discovered whereby
plant, hitherto deemed Impoaalble to
cultivate, oan be grown In pots. In fact,
Frederick V. Coville, the Government
botanist-in-chief, baa. auoceeded in
domesticating it; and, with the help of a
few auggeatlona here given, anybody
may auoceed In producing aroutua more
beautiful tban the beat to be found out
of doora.
It Is a very simple matter. To tame
the wild arbutna you have only to give It
the particular kind of soil it requires.
This is not like ordinary soil at all—
which la exactly the reason why efforts
to domesticate the plant have hitherto
resulted in failure. What you muat do
la to get a lot of balf-rotted leave·, mix
the latter with one-tbird tbelr bulk of
old flower pota amaahed to rather tiny
bila and add 10 per cent of ordinary aand.
Sounds rather absurd, doesn't it? But
this (as will be presently made dear) is
an entirely new kind of horticulture, applicable not only to the arbutus, but also
to wild pansiea, azaleas and a number of
other kinds of planta. The sand ia to
make the mixture more porous and the
broken bits of flower pota are an Important help to drainage.
liest

Danoont.

In regard to IU ingredient·, breed Is
one of the simplest of onr oooked foods,
bat in regard to the change· whlob the
THE CHOICFST WHEAT OBTAINABLE is scoured
raw materials must undergo to prodnoe
and purified, then milled with the utmost care in a spotcoma finished loaf it Is one of the moet
In
lessly clean mill and delivered to you as Diamond Flour.
plicated. The essential ingredientsand
bread-making are flonr, liquid, salt,
acBIGGER LOAVES of sweeter and more wholesome bread
yeast; the proportions may be Ttriedand
is the result of using Diamond Flour.
cording to conditions. Shortening
if tbey
STOTT
sugar are commonly used, but
This means economy. Let your grobe possible to
w*ll
con- were omitted it would
are
such
where
closuree
cer bring you a sack of
Diamond
have palatable, nutritious breed.
»i.
fined. 6. From a decisive battle take
Mich.
Flour today.
The best bread flour is made from
a
leave
an English cathedral city, and
wheat and pastry flonr from win·
spring
a
ter wheat. The spring wheat flour conplace larger thau a village. 6. From
battle take part of an egg. and leave tains more gluten and less starch, so that
is required to
level lands. 7. From an ancient battle less of the bread flour
of a given consistency.
a
take a beverage (expressed by one let- produce dough
It is the gluten in a flour which gives
ter), and leave a boy's name.—St Nich- tbe
as tbe
power of stretching and rislog
olas.
within it,
gas from the yeast expands
and hence of making a light loaf.
No. 2115.—Letter Puzzle.
Tbe raising of bread Is usually brought
Prefix a letter to a liquid and get la- about by letting yeast develop in it.
In
bor; to an auhaal and get a measure; These minute plants feed upon sugaroff
In their growth give
to <μι entreaty and get a portion of tbe dough and
which
alcohol and carbon dioxide gas,
work; to a mistake and get a fear; to
latter, expanding with the heat, forces
a tear and get a misstep; to an elf and
its way through the dough and thus
a
get a nervous movement
lightens it. In order to give the yeast
better chance to work, the dough is
No. 2116.—Enigma.
usually set to rise for some houre before
No artificial
or tin-foil and paper
People leave me around on the floor, it Is put into tbe oven.
Tbe lightness and sweetness of bread
—can
tobacco as well as the natural leaf wrapperbut when I get dirty they whip me; If
as much on the way in which ii
kalf
use
depends
in
may
me
two,
they
that holds all the
flavor and moisture in thethey cut
is made as on tbe material used. Tbe
to
half
the
other
and
In
of me to ride
When you whittle off a
Sickle
greatest care should be used in preparyou
and in cookplay with.
ing and baking the dough
fresh
that burns
and smokes
ing and keeping tbe finished bread.
No. 2117-—Initial Enigma.
and sweet
HOUSEHOLD BBEAD.
[Four letter word·.]
Sift fivecupfuls of flour into a wa:m
of Holland, her terroi
the
am
hope
I
L
tobacco loses much of its moisture
Chopped-up,
bowl, add two teaspoonfuls of salt and
defense.
before it toes into the package, and keeps getting drier all the time. & 1 amand
at two
teaspoonfuls of sugar. Mix one
a Tuesday duty and oft used
in
And the drier it gets, the faster it burns in your pipe, and the
a fence.
yeast cake with a teaspoonful of sugar
add one cupful of tepid
α shoulder cover, also a point oi a small basin,
more it bites your tongue.
Only fresh tobacco gives real pipe- 1 I amland.
to
warm
place
water, tben place in a
satisfaction—and only tobacco you cut off the Sickle plug as you I 1 drag In youth, fly In age, cannot bt rise for a few minutes. If the yeast
held In hand.
Pour it
use it, can be fresh.
use.
for
does not rise it is unfit
6. When you have caught one of my trib» into tiie centre of tbe Hour, stir Into it a
as
truth.
Just hold It dear
too—no waste—no package to pay for—more
little of the flour, tben gradually add
I. That which makes us happier; well tc
three cupfuls of warm water about 100
tobacco. Get a Sickle plug from your dealer today.
have learned In youth.
if too hot it will kill tbe
7. That which to all Is given, yet we some- degrees F.;
subtimes try to make.
yeast, which is a living vegetable
as
in tbe
8L An acrid mineral substance, a whltt stance, and wbioh must multiply
No. 2114.—Subtracted Battlee.
1. From an American battle take an
animal, bnd leave to move swiftly. 2.
Prom a Revolutionary battle take to
memorise, and leave a solid measure
of 128 cubic feet 3. From a famous
battle take a girl's name, and leave an
i From a battle
ancient garment
take a domestic animal, and leave in-

HEALTH RESTORED

Orowlag the Arbutus,
Best loved of «11 spring flower· li the

HOMEMAXER? COLUMN.
TSSSSTldàS? KrtiSrSSSSiS™?
South Paris. Me

uigeslion.
At"
I have used the True "L. P."
I was
wood's Medicine for ten years.
could not
sick for a number of years,
to use
get any relief until I commenced
made
"L. P." Atwood's Medicine. It
I use it for most
a well man of me.
in my family
every kind of sickness
and consider it one of the best medicines that is made."
A. N.

ADVERTISEMENT,

j

$60.00

Auction Sale.

JwWcOft

Tuesday, May 6th, '13

"and

'you

bill—β

χ

2.6 inches

Me.

it. Address,
you never usrd

"h. P."MEDICINE CO., Portland, M§.

The New and Smaller Paper

"ALBO"

and whites·
and leather
In round
white cakes packed
cleans

canvas

•hoes.

now

in zinc boxes, with
sponge, 10 cts. In
handsome, large aluminum boxes,with
sponge, 25c.

note with Washington's portrait on it will he
five
dollars, Grover Cleveland's, ten dollars,
one dollar, Jeffenon's, two dollars, Lincoln's,
This
on.
and
so
plan will render the raising o! bills by
Alexander Hamilton's, twenty dollars,
we will have the safest and simplest system of Natioual
and
crooks practically impossible,
Currency in the world.
However, the new money will be just as elusive—just as hard to get and keep—as the
in caring for it, whether for
deposit
old currency, and your need for the services of a good Bank
stands ready to serve you in this
Bank
National
This
as
be
strong
or investment, will
great.

the only ladies' shoe dressing
tifill Τ CnflF"
^Ibl tllUt
^at positively contains OIL.
Blacks and Polishes ladies'and children's boots
ShlnM without rubbing, 25c.
and shoes.
"French Gloss," 10c.

UBARY

used.
The

combination for cleaning and polishing all kinds oi russet or tan
"Dandy" size, 25c.

"STIR"

eiftn
shoes. 10c.

change

in size is not the

connection.

If your dealer doe· not keep the kind yon want, irnd α·
tbe price In itamps for toll lise package, cbarget paid.

Iff Mothers Only Knew !

csr't

Give them a cftance.
Kill the lice with

of the sickness of

children have two causes: constipation
and worms!
Th· danger of constipation it understood, but there are 50 different kinds of
and
worm· that may exist in the stomach
boweli, and children are especially apt to
have them. Usually stomachand pin worms.
Signs of worms are: Indigestion, with
for
a variable appetite; abnormal craving
sweets; nausea and vomiting; swollen upper
lip: sour tongue; offensive breath; hard and
full belly with occasional gripings and
one

time
the

cases

Good Things to Eat
no

joys for you if you

huvo indi-

any STOMACH, LIVES or KIDNEY
trouble. Toil need not pay big doctor's bills,
but if you suffer from any of these ailment*
just step into your nearest druggist and get
a 50 cent bottle of SEVEN BAKKS, the great
household remedy, the finest tonic and
blood purifier known. If your system is
run down and you want to regain your
youthful energy, SEVEN BA1KS will accomplish it, make your food digest and give
you new life. Money refunded if dissutis.
fiud. Try it and enjoy your meals. Address

LYMAN BI0WN, 18 Morray SL, New York, N.Y.
60 YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

Patents
Design·
Copyrights Ac.

Anyone sending a «ketch and description mar
julckly ascertain oar opinion free whether an

afesag.gaiW'agaa
patenta.
<ent free. Oldest agency for securing
Patente taken through Munn * Co. receive

tptelal notic*, without charge, In the

Scientific American.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest circulation of any «clentiflc tournai. Terms, si m
year: four month», $L Bold b7all newidealer»

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

CImom* and bcaotiflte th· hate
Promote* a Invitai growth.
Hlftr Tall· to Be«tore Or*r|
Hair to ita Toothful Coler.
Prvreata hair falling.
15-18

Bros.

The subscriber hereby give* notice that ho
has been duly Appointed executor of the last
will and testament of
LYD1A A. BAKBR, late of Buckfleld,
In the County of Oxfonl, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directe. AU persons having
demands against the estate of said dcccascu
for settleare deslrea to present the same
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment Immediately.
A LVIN S. BESSKY.
April 15th, 1913.
16-18

prescription,
True'· Elixir,

Ernest

ΡΗΟΠΛΤΚ ΛΟΤΙΟϋ».
Dereons Interested
el.Ur r tbeuua,
hereinafter named
At a Probate Court,
l· im
for the County of· II
on tbi IniTaaatotf
April. In the year of our Lord une thou*
nine hundred an ! thirteen, the ; >' trim
having been pre-cnted fori. a.tSn ttowS
hereinafter Indicated, it is :
rugoniD
To all

That notice thereof l>c /

terestwl, by causing *
uubllahed three week
ford Democrat, a newt
Paris, In said Co

E. Noble, Agent.

sj
i:,i,

w

r

wnoni in

order to U
In (he Or
published u South

lively

a*r 1|)pw
at a Probate Court to
ht. »t »*l I'»r!# .,c
the tblni
of ilsy, a. D. Jill,
nine
of the clock In the for noon, »n 1 be heir 1 (here
on If they see cause

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
bus been duly appointed executor of thj last
1
will and testament of
Elijah Libby lat·;
Greenwood, 'Itcexst·!
JESSIE M. FOGG, late of Paris,
will an<t petition for
ttwreot yre- i.v
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having by A. Mont Chase, the ex. enter uiertis named
bonds as the law directs.
are
of
said
deceased
the
estate
demands against
Justin· B. Drakr
l'arl». ile>eaae·],
desired to present the same for settlement, and will ami (letltton for pr
t:. reof
al! Indebted thereto are requested to mate pay- by Sampson D. WhltUm·
:
executor therein
ment Immediately.
named.
FRANK ». FOGG.
April lfith, 1913.
Phebe Philip* late of Merlro, leceuel,
1618
will and petition for pro
enof i>re«eitol
by Phlletui W. Torrey, texecutor t^rtli

j

Tuesday

μ«·«9ΐ*!

NOTICE.

own

1

Immediately.

1C-1S

rar

1«0-Pa*e
Poultry
Book
le br Mull

I

April 15,1913. EDWARD P. MESSENGER.

Far»

AU dealers, 35c, 50c and $1.00.

gestio· or

pi y-nent

50C,

sold under the name of Dr.
is th· best remedy in the world for worms.
It destroy s all worm life, expels worms from
the body and makes the child healthy again.

will hold

Powdered
Lice Killer

tnd hire hmkj. beslthy chick*,
oc- "Your money V
^0C
back If It fall·"
Get Pratt* IVoflt·
sharing Booklet
-JK2

Rid the child of worms and yon will
have a healthy, happy child.

NOTE—Dr. True's

aftl»

_

hue; eyes
heavy and dull, twitching eyelids; itching
of the nose; itching of the rectum; short,
dry cough; grinding of the teeth; little
red points sticking out on tongue; starting
during sleep; slow fever; pulse quickened
and irregular; body may be hot; and
often, in children, convulsions.

face takes on a dull leaden

The subscriber hereby gives notice that be
has been <luly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of
MARTHA SANDS, late of Brownfleld
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds aa the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to moke

grow.

Bank

Maine.

NOTICE.

Lousy Chi(

Λ^/V. cilCLt-

pains about the navel; face at
flushed, then pale and in Β few

Any

Norway,

Of

WHtTTEMORE BROS. * CO.,
10·Μ Albany StrMt, Cambridge, Mm
The Oldest and Largest Manufacturers a/
Shoe Polishes in the WorUU

Nineteen-twentiethi

one.

Norway National

The

*·«>
(,n
sponge) quickly cleans
dirty canvas shoes,10c. and 25c.

ufluierwMTE"
yillWlLWIII I k

By

only

just

CI ITCH eorabinatio· for gentlemen

1 ■■■1 ™
who take pride in having
their shoes look Al. Restores color and lustre
to all black shoes. Polish with a brush or cloth,
10 cent·. "Elite" size, 25 ccsts.

and whitens

Currency.

people of the United States
It is expected
and
size
appearance of their paper money.
will witness a great revolution in the
now in circulation will be
kind
that
of
sup.
Each one of the two billion notes
a quarter size smaller than
about
of
currency
plemented by uniform pieces
that within a month or two the

LARGEST VARIETY

FINEST QUALITY

J

STORE, Norway,
Wednesday, May 14,1913, at 3

Orrington,

80.

new

3.04 inches

near-

Democrat,

HOBB'S VARIETY

Hurd,

Size of

χ

A large bottle 35 cents at the
if
by store, or a sample free by mail,

■

$2 Down and $2 a Month

present bill—7.2

Size of

was a conMr. Hurd of So. Orrington
and instant sufferer from biliousness
Bead what he s&; a.

!

NOTICE.
named.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she I
Balph L. Hodgdou I:;;·, f Sumner, <lt
has been duly appointed administratrix of the ceased
r. or Hmcixhtr
; petition that Asa it- Mi
estate of
suitable
lœinlttmor
person be appoint*
Luella A. Billings, late of Paris,
of the estate of said decease :,. leatti by am
and
of
given
Oxford, deceased,
In the County
heir.
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de· Itoblnson,
m <nds against the esute of said deceased an I
I art fort, is
Jam·· W. Llbby late
desired to present the same for settlement, and 1 ceased; tlrst account presented t »:ic*ii*ir
all Indebted thereto arc requested to make pay
administra.
P.
DeCoster,
Virgil
ment Immediately.
Κ unie· A. Newell late of Ul .it, '«tuK,
ORINDA D. DERRICK.
NOTICE.
April 1Mb, 1913.
flnal
16-18
account
premsnte I for alio» tnce t>] \Ju
The subscribers hereby give notice that tney
51. Newell, administrator.
have been duly appointed administrators of the ;
estate of
Inor heir· ο!
Mert·· O. Walker et al·.,
NOTICE.
ALFRED COLE, late of Buckdeld,
essel. i*f.
Daulel W. Walker, late of Peru.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that be has lion for license to sell and c
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
real etisu
bonds as the law directs. All persons having been duly appointed administrator of the 1 presented by Era Waiter, guar
demands against the estate of said deceased are estate of
f Porter, >■
IlarrlsoD Huntress 1st·
DANNAII B. BISHOP, late of Peru,
desired to present the same for settlement, and
t ofpersoui
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay* In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given ceased; petition for an allowa
w! low.
bonds as the law directs. All persons having estate presented by Mary HuUr
ment Immediately.
estate of said deceased
COLE.
the
MARY
demands
1913.
β,
agalnt-t
15th,
April
R. Hammond
-l· < f I'srll, 1«
Gtorgi
sauie
for
the
to
ALFRED
T.COLE.
settlement,
are desired
1618
present
>:»! tonrey
for license
ami all Indebted thereto are requested to make ceased; petition
I i.r»y,a!niH
real estate presented by W a
paymenl Immediately.
Notice of Sale of Right of Redeeming —ment
tftrator.
M ELVIN L. BISHOP.
April 115th, 1913.
Mortgaged Real Estate.
16-18
decesied,
Siduey Pcrliam lat·- of !<■
first account presented for i. ·>■*-.■
OF
MAINE.
; t>eorjti
STATE
S. I'crliatn, alnilnlxtratrlx
for
Petition
Couhtt or OxrosD, se.
Bankrupt's
Alfonso Illlton, late of
Wit, jj
April 12, A. D. 1913.
ceased; dr>-t account present*··· f.·' « sraoie by
In the matter of
)
Taken on execution, wherein Walter P. PerRosco C. Hilton, administrator.
In
PATRICK
MEF.HAN,
Bankruptcy.
[
kins of Cornish In our County of York and State
Bankrupt. )
d«·
Ku^riie A. Itarker lat.· ·.'■
of Maine Is Plaintiff and John B. Had look of
of the Dis
eea-iM ; second account presented I <r ».·
Porter In said County of Oxfonl Is defendant, To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
the United States for the District by Julia K. Barker, ex< cutrlx.
of
trict
Court
the
sevenon
Public
sold
be
Auction,
will
and
by
of Maine:
teenth day of May A. D. 1913, at ten o'clock In
John W. Chaplin late of I'arls, ·!<» tsel;
the
ΜΕΕΗΛΝ of Rumford, In
the forenoon, on the premises In said Porter
F loi· dcî
County of Oxford, and Slate of Maine, In llr»t account presented for tilowar. e by
first hereinafter described, all the right In equity
(
liaplln Rowe, formerly Florence Chaplin, ν',
which John D. Hadlock of Porter In the County said District, respectfully represents, that on nilnistratrfz.
was duly al
ne
of
18th
the
1912,
day
May.
A.
D.
of
of Oxford bad on the 21st day
February
under the Acts of Congree'!<
1913, at six o'clock and forty mlnntea In the judged bankrupt,
I,«nrtnre Tucker late of An' '·
that he has duly sur.item
afternoon, when the same was attached on the relatlng to Bankruptcy ; and
ceased ; petition for determination of
hla
rights of property, Inherltauc··
property
tax presented by lt>i>*-rt it oanll
original writ, to redeem the following described rendered all
and has fully complied with all the requirement»
nerand Alfred Howdltch, executor··
mortgaged real estate, situated In Porter In of
said Acta and of the order· of Court touching
said Oxford County, to wit: a certain iot of
leeeis*t,
4iit..
Alrln L. Luddan late of
land with the buildings thereon, situated In said his bankruptcy.
'··11'tribute
I
that
he
be
decrec·
ne
Wherefore
may
prays,
Porter and bounded a* follows: Northerly and
petition to scale down leg «
-ente·! by
the Court to have a full discharge from all balance remaining In hi* h t;.
bv
the
Dixon
owned
formerly
by
land
Easterly by
his estate under said
heirs; westerly by land formerlv of the Aldrlch debts provable against such debts as are ex Sl'as I.. Wright, executor.
heirs and land now or formerly of Mrs. Joseph bankruptcy Acts, except
:ecex»ed.
John W. Webber late
from
such
law
road
oepted
by
discharge.
leading through
Rice; and Southerly by the
f prr«eole.
r·
will and petition for probat
Dated tnla 13th day of April, A. D. 1913.
Porter Village to Freedom, Ν. H., containing
<
thereto
'tria
tun
PATRICK ΜΕΕΗΑΝ, Bankrupt.
by Flora K. Webber,
three acres, more or less. Also a certain lot or
named.
parcel of land with the buildings thereon situat·.

Discharge.

PATRICK

ed In said Porter on the east side of the road
leading from Freedom. Ν. H., to Brownfleld
and bounded : Northerly by Brownfleld town
line; Easterly by land of Lydla F. Stacy and
heirs of L. R. Giles and land owned or occupied by Walter Sargent; Southerly by land
now or formerlv of Mr·. S. D. Currier; and
Westerly by said road. Also another certain
lot or parcel of land on Westerly side of
said road In Porcrand bounded; Northerly by
Isnd of Arthur Whitney; Easterly by said road
and land of aforesaid Curtler; Southerly by
snld Currier land snd land formerly of Joel
Llbby, and Isnd of John M. Gilts and heirs of
L. R. Rile»; Westerly by New llampshlie line.
Said real estate Is subject to a mortgage alven
by s.ild John It. Hadlock to Λ1οηζ> G. Fowler
and Wyer W. Pike recorded In Oxford County
—M estern Dlttrlct— Registry of Deeds—Book
99, Page 286, on which Is said to be due about
nine hundred dollars.
Mated at Porter the twelfth day of April, A. D.
1913.
FREI) I. WIIITON, Deputy Sheriff.
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I0LEY KIDNEY'PILLS
For Backaohs Kidneys and

Bladok*

ORDER OF NOTICE THEBEON.

District of Maine, as.
On this I9th day of April, A. D. 1913, on reading the foregoing petition, It Is—
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be ha l
upon the same on the 31st day of May, A. D.
1913, before aaid Court at Portland, In said Din
trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon: and that
notice thereof be published In The Oxford
Democrat, a newspaper printed in said District,
and that all known creditors, and other persons
In Interest, may appear at the said lime and
and show cause, If any they have, why
he prayer of said petitioner should not be

{•lace,

granted.

Keith J. and IlorU Field
ltctltlon for license to sel! a'
presented by Kml'y K. Field, ►

I r!«, 11 loori,
w res ntste
1 lar.

.'

^r·

ADDISON E. HEBKICK, J Ut .fssldCuurt
A true copy—attest :
ALBERT 1' ! AKk.Ke^ister.
18-18

WANTED.
Young stock to
season.

And It Is further ordered by the Court, that
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at tnelr places of residence as

stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, in said District, on the 19th day of April,
A. D. 1913.

JAMES E. HEWEY,Clerk.
[L.8.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
16-18

lOtf

j istnte

1

e

coming

J. M. Til A V EH.
l'aris liill, Me.

For Sale.
Green gray birch cor ! wood.
B. M. GREELY,
R. F. D. 2, South I'arii. Mi

r

THING

THE

SPEED'S

>a<

than

—

before—youre
only
epecify Wil-

Tell

teaspoonfufs

keep

•

♦

♦

♦
♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦♦♦♦♦♦
A

POLEYSHONET^IAR

with

it

a

means

typewriter

the

UNDERWOOD.
It's the World's

Champion

for

Speed and Accuracy.

Holds every world's record since tests

began.

44

The Machine You Will Eventually Buy."

Underwood Typewriter Co., Incoroori
88

Exchange Street, Portland.

STANDARD
SEWING
MACHINES.

Branches in All

Neponset

& 00·

h

South Pari·.

\

\

li.'l

Paroid Roofing.

Cool in Summer
Costs Less Than Metal

Send for Catalogue.
w· J. w

Principal Cities.

Warm in Winter

■

■

When you hear of
it in connection

Wears

Sold

Longer Than Shingles.

by L S. Billings, South Paris.

